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Continuation of Field and Laboratory Tests of a Proposed Bridge Deck 

Panel Fabricated from Pultruded Fiber-Reinforced Polymer Components 

 

Jason T. Coleman 

 

(Abstract) 

 

 This thesis presents research completed on the experimental performance 

of two 6 3/4 in thick bridge deck panels fabricated by the Stongwell Corporation 

of Bristol, Virginia.  The panels are made of off-the-shelf, pultruded glass fiber-

reinforced polymer elements, bonded and mechanically fastened together.  The 

testing involved laboratory stiffness tests performed on one deck panel which 

afterwards, was placed in a field test site at the I-81 Troutville Weigh Station 

facility.  The daily truck traffic over the deck panel at this site is approximately 

5400 vehicles.  The second deck panel was constructed as a prototype to test 

benefits of steel thru-rod mechanical connectors.  Further, a rubber tire loading 

patch was developed for the laboratory stiffness and strength tests performed on 

this second specimen to investigate modes of failure.  Both decks made use of a 

hook bolt type connection to steel support beams in order to reduce damage 

seen in previous methods of connection. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction and Literature Review 

1.1 Introduction 

It has become increasingly obvious in recent years that the infrastructure 

in the United States is deteriorating.  Various sources have placed the number of 

bridges in the United States which are considered to be deficient as high as 38 

percent (Salim and Davalos 1998).  Many of these bridges receive this 

classification due to a low load rating or weakened deck structure.  One solution 

to both these issues may be using Fiber-Reinforced Polymer (FRP) bridge deck 

systems to replace older steel reinforced concrete bridge decks.  However, these 

systems are relatively new to infrastructure applications and little is known about 

their long term behavior and how these decks behave when used in conjunction 

with traditional bridge deck support systems. 

FRP bridge decks offer several advantages over reinforced concrete 

decks.  They are lighter in equivalent use situations, which can mean an 

exchange of dead load for live load, or a higher load rating.  This reduced weight 

can also be an advantage in ease of construction by reducing the need for large 

construction equipment and shortening construction time.  Further, reduced dead 

load reduces the inertial forces in seismic analysis.  Also, the environmental 

conditions which cause deterioration in a steel reinforced concrete deck may not 

degrade the Glass Fiber-Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) deck (Salim and Davalos 

1998).  This can result in a longer lasting deck, further reducing the life-cycle 

costs of the GFRP bridge deck (Ehlen 1999). 
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There are currently some drawbacks to the use of GFRP bridge decks.  

There has been relatively little design experience with GFRP bridge decks and 

therefore an engineer has few resources for their design.  Many engineers rely 

on expensive and complex tools such as finite element software for design 

(Salim and Davalos 1998).  Further, both material and life-cycle costs are 

currently higher than those of traditional systems such as steel reinforced 

concrete decks (Ehlen 1999). 

1.2 - The Strongwell Extren Deck 

Strongwell Corporation (formerly Morrison Molded Fiber Glass Company) 

of Bristol, Virginia has developed a GFRP bridge deck panel made up of off-the-

shelf components from their Extren product line.  These products are created by 

a process known as pultrusion, in which the glass fibers are pulled through a 

polymer matrix and into a heated die where the final shape of the element is 

formed.  These elements are then bonded together to form a deck panel.  The 

deck panel system can then be mechanically fastened to the bridge support 

structure.  One of the decks tested can be seen in Figure 1.1 in the laboratory 

setting. 
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Figure 1.1 - The Strongwell FRP Bridge Deck system on support girders 

Researchers at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia 

Tech) have performed laboratory tests using three specimens and field research 

on the last of those three.  The prototype first deck, tested by M. Hayes, was 

developed for use on the Schuyler Heim Vertical Lift Bridge and was a 4 3/4-in 

thick deck over three 4-ft spans.  The deck was tested in a laboratory for stiffness 

under a service load, fatigue tested to 3,000,000 cycles, and failure tested 

(Hayes, 2000).  Subsequently, a 7 ½-in thick deck was developed for more 

general applications.  Four of these decks have been built and tested and these 

decks are refered to as phases I through IV.  The first decks, Phase I and II, were 

tested by A. B. Temeles (Temeles, 2001).  The Phase I deck was laboratory 

tested for stiffness under service load and then to failure.  The Phase II deck was 

tested for stiffness before being placed in a field testing bed where the deck was 

exposed to approximately 3,500 trucks per day, based on approximations of 

truck traffic prior to the research done in this work.  After eight months of 
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exposure to truck traffic, the deck was brought back to the laboratory and tested 

for stiffness and ultimate strength. 

This paper will cover the testing of deck Phases III and IV.  The Phase III 

deck was laboratory tested for stiffness under the design service load and then 

placed in the same field testing bed that the Phase II deck had previously been 

in.  The Phase III deck has remained in place since July 7th, 2001.  Stiffness tests 

were performed in the field to observe any changes that may have occurred due 

to truck traffic.  The Phase IV deck was built based on results from analytical 

tests to determine what effects, if any, certain design parameters have on the 

deck's stiffness.  This deck was tested in the laboratory for stiffness and then 

ultimate strength. 

1.3 – Literature Review 

1.3.1 – Research Done by Outside Institutions 

An extensive discussion of research can be found in the thesis work 

entitled “Field and Laboratory Tests of a Proposed Bridge Deck Panel Fabricated 

from Pultruded Fiber-Reinforced Polymer Components” by A. B. Temeles 

(Temeles 2001).  Therein is outlined a history of research, both empirical and 

analytical, done up through the year 2000.  Although some are briefly mentioned 

in Temeles' work, several field investigations of other GFRP bridge deck systems 

have direct impact on this research and will be discussed more in depth here. 

One such investigation was the report published by Ohio Department of 

Transportation (ODOT) on the Salem Avenue bridge project on route 49 in 
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Dayton, Ohio.  This bridge is a set of twin 879 ft structures consisting of five 

spans which are 129.9 ft, 137.1 ft, 145.0 ft, 137.1 ft and 129.9 ft in length.  The 

superstructure consists of a deck supported by steel stringers spaced 8-ft 9-in on 

center.  There are four different types of FRP panel systems on one of the twin 

bridges, all of which are approximately 8 1/2-in. in thickness.  Three of these 

panel systems are of relevance to this project as they are similar in nature to the 

proposed Strongwell Extren bridge deck system. 

The first deck panel system, known as Superdeck™ was designed by 

researchers at West Virginia University (Wickwire 1997) and built by Creative 

Pultrusions, Inc. of Alum Bank, Pennsylvania (this system will be referred to as 

FRP-1 hereafter).  FRP-1 is made of both hexagonal and half-hexagonal 

pultruded components which are bonded and interlocked to form the deck panel 

in the factory with shear keys to connect similar panels. 

The second system was fabricated by Hardcore Composites, Inc. of 

Newcastle, Delaware (referred to as FRP-2 hereafter).  The Hardcore deck 

panels are comprised of upper and lower fiberglass fabric skin faces with multiple 

wrapped cells which form the stiffening webs in the longitudinal and transverse 

directions. FRP-2 uses FRP plates spliced in the field as panel-to-panel 

connections.  These panels are fabricated using cell core technology in 

conjunction with the Seeman Composite Resin Infusion Molding Process™ 

(SCRIMP). 

The third system of interest examined in the ODOT team report was 

designed and fabricated by Infrastructure Composites, International of San 
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Diego, California (referred to as FRP-3 hereafter), which is a corrugated core 

sandwich system with shear keys for panel-to-panel connections as well 

(Reising, et al 2001).  Diagrams showing sections of the three deck panel 

systems are given in Figure 1.2 and the panel-to-panel connections used in each 

are shown in Figure 1.3 (Reising, et al 2001, ODOT 2000). 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

 

Figure 1.2 - a) Creative Pultrusions' Superdeck™ (FRP-1), b) Hardcore Composites' foam 
core deck system (FRP-2), and c) Infrastructure Composites' corrugated core deck system 

(FRP-3) (Lesko and Davalos 2001) 
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Figure 1.3 - Panel-to-panel connections used by different FRP deck systems on the Salem 
Avenue Bridge (ODOT 2001) 

A third party evaluation team, established by ODOT, examined short term 

and long term responses of these systems and gave recommendations regarding 

several concerns (ODOT 2000).  The most critical item the team found was de-

lamination and unbonded areas in the deck systems by Hardcore Composites 

and Infrastructure composites.  The de-lamination of the Hardcore deck was 

possibly due to installation as well as fabrication practices and the Infrastructure 

Composites deck de-lamination was attributed to poor quality control in 

fabrication.  Another concern was that although the deck panel systems had 

connections between panels from each individual manufacturer, no requirement 

was specified by ODOT for connecting panels of different types.  This resulted in 

differential deflections between panels with unsupported edges.  The 

recommendation of the committee was that these deck joints should be 
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supported.  These two items discovered by the team were credited for cracking in 

the polymer wearing surface (ODOT 2001). 

Researchers at the University of Delaware (Chajes, et al 2001), in 

conjunction with the Delaware Department of Transportation, have also 

performed field tests on a GFRP deck system set onto a steel girder bridge.  The 

Old Milltown Road bridge over Mill Creek in New Castle County, Delaware is a 

35-ft simple span bridge with girders spaced at 33.8 in.  The bridge deck system, 

manufactured by Hardcore Composites and similar to FRP-1 described above, 

replaced the existing concrete deck.  The 10-in. deck slab was made of a 

sandwich construction of two thin face sheets (E-glass in vinyl ester matrix) 

separated by a foam core.  The testing performed indicated that bending of the 

deck was very high around the wheel area, indicated by well defined peaks in the 

strain time history plots of gages directly beneath the moving load.  The 

conclusion drawn by the investigators in the research stated this highly localized 

effect of load on the GFRP deck should be taken into consideration in the design 

of the wearing surface. 

Another bridge which makes use of the Hardcore Composites foam core 

FRP Deck is located on New York State Route 248 in Steuben County, New 

York.  The 25-ft single span bridge crossing Bennetts Creek near Rexville, NY 

was described as having an average daily traffic of approximately 300 vehicles 

per day, 17 percent of which (51 vehicles daily) was truck traffic.  This FRP deck 

system, designed using a finite element analysis method, was the sole 

superstructure of the bridge.   The 24 1/2-in. thick superstructure was shipped in 
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two parts and assembled in place having a longitudinal joint along the centerline 

designed to carry shear by a shear key (Alampalli 2001). 

Researchers from the University of West Virginia and Virginia Tech have 

recently compiled a comparison of some of the current FRP bridge deck systems 

in use.  Table 1.1 compares cost and weight on an area basis as well as 

deflection of the systems (Lesko & Davalos, 2001).  The values which were used 

were as reported by the deck manufacturers.  The deflection values were then 

normalized to a specific design truck and also tabulated.  Note that the KSCI 

deck is the same as the Infrastructure Composites deck mentioned above. 

 

Table 1.1 - Comparison of currently used FRP bridge deck systems (Lesko & Davalos, 
2001) 

Deck system Depth 
(in) 

Weight1 
(lb/ft2) 

Cost 
($/ft2) 

2Deflection 
(Reported) 

3Deflection 
(Normalized) 

Sandwich Construction 
Hardcore 
Composites 

6 - 28 20.1 - 23.9 53 - 110 L/7854 L/1120 

KSCI 5 - 24 515.6 65 L/13006 L/1300 
Adhesively Bonded Pultrusions 
DuraSpan 7 5/8 18.4 65 - 75 L/4507 L/340 
Superdeck 8 21.9 75 L/5308 L/530 
EZSpan 9 20.1 80 - 100 L/9509 L/950 
Strongwell 4 3/4 - 8 23.9 1065 L/60511 L/325 
Notes: 
 
1 Without wearing surface 
2 Assumes plate action 
3 Normalized to HS20+IM for an 8 ft center to center span between supporting girders 
4 HS20+IM loading of a 8 in deep section at a center to center span between girders of 9 ft 
5 For an 8 in deep deck targeted for RC bridge deck replacements 
6 HS20 + IM loading of a 8 in deep deck at a center-to-center span between girders of 8 ft 
7 HS20 + IM loading of a 8 in deep deck at a center-to-center span between girders of 7 ft 3 in  
8 HS20 + IM loading at center-to-center span between girders of 8 ft 
9 HS20 + IM loading at center-to-center span between girders of 8 ft 
10 For a 6 3/4 in deep deck with a wearing surface under experimental fabrication processes 
11 HS20 + IM loading of a 6 3/4 in deep section at center-to-center span between girders of 6 ft 6 in 
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1.3.2 – Research Performed at Virginia Tech 

The research done at Virginia Tech in the area of FRP bridge deck 

systems has focused on a bridge deck panel system from Strongwell 

Corporation.  The system is composed of off-the-shelf pultruded structural 

products, assembled in a system which results in a one-directional deck system.  

A benefit of this system is that the panel is made from readily available products 

to reduce production costs.  The deck was originally developed as a replacement 

deck for the Schuyler Heim vertical lift bridge in Long Beach, California (Temeles, 

2001) 

1.3.2-1 – Prototype Strongwell Deck 

A prototype of the proposed deck system was delivered to and tested by 

Virginia Tech in 1997 (Hayes, et al 2000).  The deck was built from 12 pultruded 

4-in. by 4-in. by ¼ in. thick tubes sandwiched between two pultruded 3/8 in. thick 

plates.  Total dimensions were 14-ft in length, 4-ft in width, and 4 3/4-in. thick.  

The plates and tubes were all of Strongwell’s Extren 500 product line of shapes.  

They are made of unidirectional and continuous, E-glass strand mat glass fibers 

contained in an isophthalic polyester resin.  The tubes were bonded together with 

an epoxy adhesive and mechanically fastened using 1-in. diameter pultruded, 

fiberglass thru-rods running transverse to the direction of the tubes, spaced at 

12-in. center-to-center.  The top plates were bonded to the tubes with epoxy 

adhesive and all bonded surfaces were roughened prior to applying the 

adhesives.  Pressure was applied by sealing the deck panel within a vacuum bag 

to ensure contact until curing was complete. 
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During testing the deck was supported by four W16x40 steel beams 

spaced at 4-ft. intervals (which mimicked the support system of the Schuyler 

Heim Vertical Lift Bridge), making up 3 continuous spans as shown in Figure 1.5.  

Connection between the deck and the support beams was made through a 5/8-

in. diameter A307 steel bolt at three points on each beam.  The bolts passed 

through the top and bottom plates of the deck panel and through the top flange of 

the steel beam.  Wood stiffening blocks were used inside the tubes to stiffen the 

immediate area around the bolts, as can be seen in Figure 1.4(b).
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 1.4 - a) Photo of the Strongwell prototype deck in test set up b) Photo of the end 
view of the Strongwell prototype in test set up (Hayes, et al 2000) 
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Figure 1.5 - Laboratory test set-up of prototype deck 

Three tests were performed on the deck:  1) a static design service load 

was applied to the center span, 2) an as received strength test was performed on 

the left span, and 3) a cyclic loading (3,000,000 cycles) was applied on the right 

span followed by a residual strength test.  The loads were applied through a 12-

in. by 20-in. steel plate (referred to as a load patch or tire patch) over a neoprene 

pad used to simulate the tire contact area of a vehicle wheel.  The design service 

load was obtained from the American Association of State Highway 

Transportation Officials (AASHTO) HS-20 design truck (AASHTO, 1996).  This 

AASHTO design vehicle has a wheel load of 16-kips and with a 30% impact 

allowance is increased to 20.8 kips.  The load versus deflection behavior was 

reported as linear throughout the test.  The deflection recorded at midspan of the 

center span under the design load was 0.15 in., which corresponds to a span-to-

deflection ratio of 320, or deflection is equal to span length divided by 320.  Here, 

span refers to the center of support to center of support dimension.  This 

definition of span (L) will be used throughout this paper.  When considering the 
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unsupported length of 3.4 ft, this same deflection results in a span-to-deflection 

ratio of 270.  This does not include the deflection of the support members. 

The as-received strength test, performed on the left span, included several 

static loads of increasing magnitude until failure.  The ultimate load recorded was 

83.0 kips with a corresponding failure mode of punching shear around the 

loading plate.  The largest strain recorded during this test was 4,680 microstrain 

(Temeles 2001), which was longitudinal (parallel to tubes) tensile strain on the 

bottom surface directly beneath the loading.  The deflection at the design service 

load was 0.15 in., which was the same deflection as that of the middle span. 

For the fatigue test, load was cycled from 2.5 kips to 25-kips at a rate of 2 

to 3 Hz.  This load range represents a 20 percent increase over the service load 

plus impact allowance described above.  The loading was continued for 

3,000,000 cycles which was to represent one year’s worth of traffic for the 

Schuyler Heim lift span bridge.  Upon completion of the cyclic loading, the span 

was failure tested.  The ultimate load after cycling was 83 kips, at which point the 

longitudinal tensile strain recorded on the bottom surface beneath the load plate 

was 4,150 microstrain.  The failure mode was again punching shear (Temeles, 

2001).  There was no indication that there was any significant loss of stiffness or 

strength due to the fatigue load (Hayes, et al 2000). 

1.3.2-2 – Phase I Deck 

The next specimen tested, referred to as the Phase I Deck, was a 15 ¼-ft 

long, 5-ft wide, and 6-¾ in. thick (not including a ¼-in. wearing surface) deck 

panel constructed from ten 6-in. by 6-in. by 3/8 in. thick tubes and 3/8 in. thick 
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face sheets on top and bottom.   The bonding surfaces were again prepared by 

roughening and then bonded together with Shell 828 epoxy.  The tubes were 

bonded together and mechanically fastened by twelve 1-in. diameter pultruded, 

glass fiber-reinforced thru-rods spaced along the deck perpendicular to the 

tubes.  The standard size of the pultruded plates used to make up the face 

sheets was 4-ft by 8-ft and therefore the top and bottom sheets of the deck panel 

were not monolithic plates.  The surfaces were prepared and the plates were 

bonded to the tube panel.  Steel plates were placed on top of the GFRP plates in 

a two foot grid in order to develop the plate-to-tube bond.  A ¼ in. thick wearing 

surface of angular quartz aggregate in a rubber toughened Derakane 8084 Vinyl 

Ester matrix was applied to each of the plates making up the top sheet prior to 

bonding to the FRP tubes. 

The deck was supported during testing by three W18x40 steel beams 

spaced 6-ft 6-in apart to create two equal spans.  The deck was fastened to the 

supports using a ½ in. diameter A325 bolt in twelve locations (four to each 

support beam).  A section of the top plate and wearing surface was counter 

bored at each connection location.  A hole was then drilled though the deck and 

at the corresponding location on the top flange of the support beam.  The bolt, 

placed thought the hole was to bear on a metal sleeve inside the deck tubes.  A 

diagram of the connection is given in Figure 1.7. 

Six separate laboratory tests were performed on this deck: four stiffness 

tests followed by two strength tests.  The four stiffness tests were: 1) SE patch 

only, 2) SE and SW patches, 3) E patch only, and 4) E and W patches.  The 
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locations of these points are shown for both Phase I and Phase II decks in Figure 

1.6.  The design service load selected for the stiffness tests was an HS25 wheel 

load, plus a dynamic load allowance of 30 percent (Temeles 2001).  The HS-25 

design vehicle is a special case vehicle designated in the Virginia Department of 

Transportation Modification to the 1996 AASHTO Standard Specifications for 

Highway Bridges, which is defined as 5/4 times an HS20 loading, or 26.0 kips 

when impact is included (VDOT, 1999).  The largest deflection experienced 

during the stiffness tests occurred during test number (1) above was 0.315 in. at 

26 kips, which was recorded at a point directly beneath the SE load patch.  This 

corresponds to a span-to-deflection ratio of 247.  During test number (2) above, 

the deflection at the SE load patch was 0.284 in. and the deflection at the SW 

load patch was 0.279 in., under a load of 26.0 kips.  These deflections 

correspond to span-to-deflection ratios of 274 and 279 respectively. 

3'-3"

6'-6"

2'-6"

6'-6"

3'-3"

SW

11"

20"

W

NW

1'-11
2"

SE Tube 1

E

NE Tube 10

 
Figure 1.6 - Locations and nomenclature of laboratory testing of Phase I and Phase II 

decks. 
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Figure 1.7 - Connection systems used in testing Decks Phase I (a), Phase II (b), and 

Phases III and IV (c). 

This deck was considered to be of a lower quality of construction than 

subsequent decks. During the pultrusion of the tubes, movement of the mandrel 

inside the die resulted in non-uniform wall thickness.  Further, the use of steel 

plates yielded inadequate and uneven bonding between the surface FRP plates 

and the tubes.  Also, the deck-to-support beam connection did not function as 

intended, as the bolt bore directly on the FRP tube, resulting in local debonding 

between the face sheet and the tube panel. 

1.3.2-3 – Phase II Deck 

The Phase II deck was of the same dimensions as the Phase I deck.  After 

sanding the tubes were bonded using Magnabond 56 and were mechanically 

fastened using 1-in. diameter AISI 1018 cold drawn steel rods with threaded 
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ends and steel hex nuts.  The tube panel core was then sanded (top and bottom) 

and the 3/8 in. FRP plates were bonded to the tubes.  The deck panel was then 

placed in a vacuum bag to provide a uniform pressure of 10-14 psi over both top 

and bottom plates.  The top plate was then sanded prior to the application of a 

3/8 in. wearing surface, which was similar in materials to the one applied to the 

Phase I deck. 

The same support beams and spacings were used for the testing of the 

Phase II deck as used in testing the Phase I deck.  The connection method used 

on Phase I, as previously mentioned, was determined to induce damage to the 

top face sheet interface.  A new connection, shown in Figure 1.7, involved ¾ in. 

diameter, 2 ¼ in. long A325 steel bolt connecting the bottom flange of the deck 

system to the top flange of the support beam.  Washers were used to prevent 

local bearing.  The six connections were in the outermost tubes (tubes one and 

ten), two to each support beam.  The connection to the center support beam 

required that 3-in. diameter access holes be drilled into the outermost tube walls. 

Four pre-service tests were performed on the deck to ensure its capability 

of supporting traffic.  These tests were performed in the same manner as those 

on the Phase I deck and included: 1) E patch only, 2) NE and SE edge patches 

3) E and W patches, and 4) NW and SW edge patches.  See Figure 1.6 for load 

patch orientations.  The maximum deflection recorded during these tests was 

directly under the SE load patch during test number (2) above, which was 0.290 

in., under a load of 26 kips.  This deflection corresponds to a span-to-deflection 

ratio of 268.  The maximum strain recorded was during test number (4) above, 
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and was 1373 microstrain; a longitudinal tensile strain at a point on the bottom 

plate directly under the NW load patch. 

The deck was then transported to and placed in the field test facility at the 

Troutville I-81 weigh station.  The facility consists of a lowered concrete pad with 

three anchored support beams, similar to the laboratory test situation described 

above.  Sections from both the East-West direction and the North-South direction 

of this facility are shown in Figures 1.8 a and b, respectively.  Steel panels were 

mounted on the steel beams on either side of the deck to provide access 

beneath the deck once in position and to allow traffic over the deck.
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 1.8 - a) East-West Section of the weigh station testing facility b) North-South 
section of the weigh station test facility 
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Six different field tests were performed using a 3 axle dump truck of 

known weight.  The maximum strain recorded during these tests was a tensile 

strain 583 microstrain in a longitudinal gage on the bottom surface in the 

Northeast point on the deck.  The test under which this strain was recorded was 

one in which the dump truck passed over the deck as shown in Figure 1.9.  

During inspection, it was noticed that cracks had propagated from the connection 

access holes placed in the tube walls, over the center support.  Their growth did 

not stop during the period of investigation but their growth rate did diminish.  

However, these cracks were determined to not reduce the deck's overall 

stiffness. 

3'-3" 3'-3"

 
Figure 1.9 - Field test in which the maximum strain was recorded on the Phase II deck 

After removal from the weigh station at approximately 8 months time, the 

deck underwent four post-service stiffness tests at the same load patch locations 

as those performed prior to installation.  The largest deflection during the post-

service stiffness tests was during test (4), loading the SW and NW load patches.  

The deflection at the SW point under a load of 26.0 kips was 0.371 in. which 

corresponds to a span-to-deflection ratio of L/210. 
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The highest deflection during loading of the SE and NE load patches 

occurred at the bottom face under the SE patch during test (2).  The maximum 

measured deflection during that test occurred at that point and was 0.340 in. 

which corresponds to a span-to-deflection ratio of 229.  This represents a 15 

percent increase in deflection from pre-service testing to post-service testing. 

The maximum strain in the longitudinal direction was 1557 microstrain, which 

was a tensile strain on the bottom plate test number (4).  The maximum strain 

recorded was a transverse strain (in the direction of traffic) which was 1781 

microstrain in tension on the bottom plate.  At the point were maximum strain 

was measured in the pre-service tests, the tensile strain was 1421 microstrain, 

which is less than a 4 percent increase from the pre-service to the post-service 

tests.   This led the author, Temeles, to conclude that FRP Phase II showed no 

indication of a loss of stiffness (Temeles 2001). 

Earlier estimations of truck traffic (prior to the research for this paper) 

placed the number of load cycles seen by the deck at over 4 million during the 

eight months which it was in place at the field test bed.  This was calculated by 

assuming 5 axle trucks, with one load cycle per axle, and an estimate of 100,000 

trucks per month (Temeles 2001). 

1.3.2-4 - Strength Tests of Phase I and Phase II Decks 

Strength tests were performed on both the Phase I and Phase II FRP 

decks.  The Phase I deck was loaded at the W patch and E patch, separately, to 

determine the strength of each span.  For the East span (load patch E), the deck 

was not actually loaded to failure, as the hydraulic cylinder reached its rated 
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capacity at 102 kips.  The deck appeared to exhibit non-linear behavior at 

approximately 60 kips, or approximately ten times the legal wheel load of 10 kips 

(VDOT 1996).  It was noted that no damage was visible after this test.  The 

second strength test performed on the Phase I deck resulted in a maximum load 

of 107 kips.  The failure mode was that of punching shear around the load plate, 

which is shown in Figure 1.10.  The loading plate, or load patch hereafter, 

consisted of an 11 in. by 20 in. by 1 in. steel plate, with successively smaller 

(width and height) 1 in. thick steel plates welded on top.  Reinforced rubber pads 

were placed between the steel plate and the deck to prevent damage to the 

wearing surface and high stress concentrations. 

 
Figure 1.10 - Punching shear resulting from strength testing of the Phase I FRP deck 

(Temeles 2001) 

The Phase II deck exhibited similar behavior to the second test on Phase 

I.  However, the maximum load sustained by the deck on the East span was 132 

kips.  The longitudinal strain on the bottom plate under the load was 6800 
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microstrain and the deflection was 1.27 in.  The failure mode was a combination 

of punching shear and shear failure of the tube walls.  The second strength test 

resulted in an ultimate load of 85 kips.  At this load the longitudinal tensile strain 

on the bottom plate under the load was 5800 microstrain.  The deflection at this 

point was 1.15 in at failure.  The failure was attributed to shear fracture of the 

tube walls, with cracks propagating from existing cracks caused by the previous 

failure test.  A photo showing the cracks in the outermost tube wall can be seen 

in Figure 1.11. 

 
Figure 1.11 - Failure cracks in the Phase II FRP deck after strength testing (Temeles 2001) 

1.4 - Summary 

Based on the preceding review of literature pertaining to the subject, there 

is an evident need for the study of long-term durability and behavior of FRP deck 

systems and specifically that of the Strongwell deck.  Previous empirical tests of 

bridge systems have been in areas not subject to heavy truck traffic or have been 
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for periods of time less than one year.  Further, the Strongwell designed deck 

has shown some areas in which the design could be optimized and altered to 

reduce cost and damage to the deck during service.  Varying the thickness of the 

skin sheets could help to improve stiffness without adding depth.   Connecting 

the deck to support members by using a hook bolt over the thru-rods, as shown 

in Figure 1.6, would eliminate holes in the deck's top plate and make the deck 

more adaptable to application in a bridge structure.  Further, it may be possible to 

reduce the number of thru-rods used in fabricating the deck, reducing cost and 

not significantly reducing stiffness or ultimate strength.  Empirical testing could 

also allow for a better correlation to a finite element model for future computer 

based optimization techniques.  Lastly, it is desired to determine if using a tire 

load patch rather than the steel plate load patch might show some variation if the 

results of stiffness and strength test performance of the deck system. 
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1.5 – Objectives of This Research 

Therefore, the objectives of this research are the following: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Evaluate the use of deck-to-girder connection system using Hook-Bolt-over-

thru-rod connectors. 

Document as-manufactured properties of the Phase III Strongwell Deck. 

Evaluate the long term durability of the Strongwell Extren Deck System in 

service under heavy vehicle traffic. 

Determine the benefit of ¾ in. steel thru-rods. 

Compare results to an existing finite element model of the bridge deck, 

reported elsewhere. 

Document strength tests using a rubber tire load patch to determine any 

differences in failure modes. 

Evaluate effectiveness of varying plate thickness on top and bottom of deck 

panel system as well as lay-up of top plate in reducing damage to the wearing 

surface. 
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Chapter 2 - Experimental Methods 

2.1 - Introduction 

This research focuses on the laboratory testing of two similar decks 

manufactured by Strongwell, to be referred to as Phase III and Phase IV decks, 

as well as the field testing performed on the Phase III deck.  Both decks share 

similar geometry and test set-ups.   This chapter describes the materials which 

make up these decks, their fabrication, the testing procedure used in both the 

laboratory and field, and finally, summarizes the differences between the two 

decks. 

2.2 – Materials and Fabrication 

2.2.1 - Components and Material Properties 

There are three elements which make up the decks tested: 6-in. square by 

3/8-in. thick structural tubes, 1/4-in. plate, and 1/2-in. plate.  The square tube 

used is detailed in Figure 2.1.  The top and bottom plate thicknesses were varied 

from previous Strongwell decks in order to increase the stiffness of the top flange 

of the deck section.  This was done in order to address cracking in the wearing 

surface observed in previous field inspections of the Phase II deck.  The 1/2-in. 

thick top plate was a cross ply laminate specifically designed for use in this deck 

system.  The 1/4-in. bottom plate and tubes are stock items, pultruded from the 

Extren 500/525 series of pultruded shapes from the Strongwell Extren product 

line of structural elements (Strongwell 1993).  The minimum ultimate material 

properties for the tube and plate elements as determined from coupon tests done 
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by Strongwell are listed in Table 2.1.  Table 2.2 contains estimated ultimate 

strains obtained by dividing the ultimate stresses by the corresponding elastic 

moduli. 

R = 5/8"

R = 1/4"

6"

6" 3
8"

 

r = radius of curvature 

Figure 2.1 - Dimensions of the pultruded FRP square tubes. 

The components contain E-glass fibers in the form of both continuous 

strands and rovings, which are short-length fibers laying in random directions 

within a plane.  The matrix material containing these fibers is an isophthalic 

polyester resin.  The glass fibers make up approximately 50-60 percent of the 

total volume of any element (Temeles 2001).  A polyester surface veil surrounds 

the outermost fibers of each element to protect against fiber degradation from 

ultra-violet light.  
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Table 2.1 - Material properties of Extren 500/525 series of tubes and plates (Strongwell, 

1993; Strongwell 1998) 

Mechanical Property Units Tube 1/4-inch 
Plate 

1/2-inch 
Plate 

Flexural Stress, LW psi 30,000 35,000 N.A.1 

Flexural Stress, CW psi 10,000 15,000 N.A.1 

Flexural Modulus, LW 106 psi 1.6 2 2.41 

Flexural Modulus, CW 106 psi 0.8 1.1 1.55 

Modulus of Elasticity, Ex or Ey 106 psi 2.6 N.A.1 N.A.1 

Ultimate Shear Strength psi 4,500 6,000 N.A.1 

Shear Modulus, LW2 106 psi 0.425 N.A.1 N.A.1 

Tensile Stress, LW psi 30,000 20,000 N.A.1 

Tensile Stress, CW psi 7,000 10,000 N.A.1 

Tensile Modulus, LW 106 psi 2.5 1.8 2.42 

Tensile Modulus, CW 106 psi 0.8 0.9 1.39 

Compressive Stress, LW psi 30,000 24,000 N.A.1 

Compressive Stress, CW psi 15,000 16,500 N.A.1 

Compressive Modulus, LW 106 psi 2.5 1.8 2.52 

Compressive Modulus, CW 106 psi 1.0 1.0 1.88 

Notes: 

LW = Lengthwise or parallel to the rovings 

CW = Crosswise or perpendicular to laminate face 
1 not available 
2 Shear Modulus value determined from tests with full sections of Extren structural shapes 
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Table 2.2 - Estimated Material Ultimate Strains 

Material Property Units Tube 1/4-inch 
Plate 

Ultimate Tensile Strain, LW µε 12,000 11,100 

Ultimate Tensile Strain, CW µε 8,750 11,100 

Ultimate Compressive Strain, LW µε 12,000 13,300 

Ultimate Compressive Strain, CW µε 15,000 16,500 

Notes: 

All values in this table approximated by dividing the published minimum ultimate stress by 
the corresponding elastic moduli (Strongwell, 1993). 

 

2.2.2 - Fabrication of Strongwell Decks Phase III and IV 

2.2.2-1 – Phase III Deck 

The first deck tested, referred to as Phase III Deck, was fabricated at the 

Strongwell Corporation plant in Bristol, Virginia in May of 2000.  All members 

were Extren 500 series parts.  Holes were drilled through the side walls of each 

of the tubes to accommodate the mechanical fasteners [see Figure 2-3(a)].  The 

side walls were abraded before the tubes were bonded together, using 

Magnabond 56 parts A and B.  The 3/4-in. diameter steel thru-rods were inserted 

and tightened to approximately 100 ft-lbs of torque using hex nuts and flat 

washers, with care taken not to distort the tube walls.  The tube panel was then 

allowed to cure to ensure proper bonding.  At that time, internal instrumentation 

was installed on the tubes (see section 2.3 below).  The top and bottom of the 

tube panels, as well as the top and bottom face sheets were sanded to remove 

the surface veil.  The face sheets were then bonded to the tube panel, again 
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using Magnabond 56 A/B.  The faces sheets were not monolithic sheets, but 

rather were made from sections of pultruded sheets.  The top sheet was made 

from two individual plates: one 3-ft 9-in. by 15-ft 3-in. and another 1-ft 3-in. by 15-

ft 3-in.  The bottom sheet was made from four individual sheets: two measuring 

4-ft in width (one 7-ft 7-in. long and the other 7-ft 8-in. long) and two measuring 

1-ft in width (again, one 7-ft 7-in. long and the other 7-ft 8-in. long).  The 

transverse joint between plates on the bottom sheet was a beveled splice, which 

is shown in Figure 2.2.  The deck system was vacuum bagged at 2 to 3-psi of 

pressure to ensure continuous bonding between the tube panel-to-face sheet 

interface (D. Witcher [Strongwell Corporation] e-mail, November 27, 2001).  Six 

slotted holes, measuring 13/16-in. by 3-in., were drilled into the bottom flange 

(lower tube wall and face sheet) to accommodate the panel-to-support hook-bolt 

connection.  A wearing surface, approximately 3/8-in. thick, of Shell 8084 epoxy 

resin and gap graded quartz aggregate (3/16-in. and less) was applied in layers 

over the entire top face sheet. 

1
4"

 

Figure 2.2 - Side view of the beveled (or scarf) joint used on bottom plate transverse joint 

2.2.2-2 – Phase IV Deck 

The Phase IV deck was fabricated at Strongwell in May of 2001.  The 

process of manufacturing was virtually identical to that of the Phase III deck 
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described above, so only differences in manufacturing will be described here.  

The top sheet was from the Extren 500 series, while the tubes and bottom plates 

were from the Extren 525 series.  The material properties for these products are 

the same; the difference being in fire rating and color.  In order to estimate the 

additional stiffness gained, if any, by the presence of the steel thru-rods, the 

number of rods in the deck was varied.  On one half of the deck (or West span 

hereafter), only one thru-rod was included for mechanical fastening, where as on 

the opposing span (or East span hereafter), rods were spaced at 1-ft on center 

as in Deck III.  A comparison of the thru-rod arrangements in both decks can be 

seen in Figure 2.3. 

The top and bottom sheets were again built up from smaller plate 

elements.  The top sheet consisted of two plates, each 15-ft 3-in. long: one 3-ft 9-

in. wide and the other 1-ft 3-in. wide.  The bottom plates were identical in 

dimensions to the Phase III deck and a bevel splice was again used for the 

longitudinal (parallel to longitudinal axis of the tubes) joint.  Since this deck would 

not be used for field testing, no wearing course was applied to the top sheet.
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Figure 2.3 - Thru-Rod spacing on a) FRP Deck Phase III and b) FRP Deck Phase IV 

2.3 - Instrumentation 

Each deck was instrumented with strain gages, both internal and external, 

for measuring strain during laboratory and field tests.  Gages used were type 

CEA-13-250UW-350 made by Measurements Group, Inc.  These gages have a 

resistance of 350-ohms.  The surface of the plate or tube was first sanded to 

roughen the application area and then cleaned using acetone.  The gage was 

bonded to the surface using M-Bond 200, also a product of Measurements 
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Group, Inc., which is a cyanoacrylate used in conjunction with a catalyst and light 

pressure.  The internal gages on the Phase III deck and all gages on the Phase 

IV deck were connected using three-wire, twisted cabling.  The external gages on 

the Phase III deck were connected using a four wire plus ground (although only 

three wires were utilized) shielded cable.  For protection from moisture on the 

Phase III deck, the gages were covered by butyl rubber sealant, neoprene pads, 

aluminum tape, and sealed with air-drying nitrile rubber adhesive. 

The first letter in a gage location designation indicates the gage's location 

through the deck's thickness (see Figure 2.5).  A gage located on the top of the 

tube radius is marked by a T and on the bottom of the tube is marked by a B.  

Gages on the external face are marked by the letter F.  The letter or letters 

following indicates the location in plan view of the gage.  For external gages, the 

last letter in the designation indicates the orientation of the gage.  Gages which 

were mounted to measure strain in the primary bending direction (parallel to the 

longitudinal axis of the tubes) are referred to as longitudinal gages and are 

notated by an L in their designation (see Figure 2.4).  Gages perpendicular to the 

span are transverse gages and shear gages are defined as those having their 

major axis 45º away from either the longitudinal or transverse directions.  

Transverse gages have a T in their designations and shear gages have an S in 

their designation. 

The purpose of the longitudinal gages mounted at various points through 

the deck thickness was to form an approximation of the strain variation 

throughout the deck and to verify that the distribution was linear.  Transverse 
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gages were used to monitor transverse strains under the load patch which had 

been oberserved to be as high as longitudinal strains in previous testing.  On the 

Phase IV deck, several transverse and shear gages were used to calibrate a 

finite element computer model of the deck.  Those gages were not used during 

the laboratory stiffness and strength testing discussed in this research. 

Deflections were measured at the same six points on both deck 

specimens, as designated by an X in Figure 2.4, which were centered as closely 

as possible under the load patch locations.  Monitored points were offset slightly 

due to strain gage locations.  The deflections in the laboratory were measured 

using calibrated potentiometers clamped to sections of steel beams.  In the field, 

deflections were measured using custom made deflectometers. 
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Figure 2.4 - Points at which deflection was measured on both deck specimens. 
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2.3.1 – Phase III Deck 

There were 36 gages mounted on the Phase III deck:  18 internal and 18 

external.  During the deck's fabrication, the internal gages were mounted on the 

filet corner of the tubes during the deck's fabrication, as shown in Figure 2.5.  In 

plan view, there were 9 locations which were to be monitored by strain gages 

during testing, each having gages located on top of the tubes (in the longitudinal 

direction), bottom of the tubes (in the longitudinal direction), and on the outside of 

the bottom plate (in both the longitudinal and transverse directions).   Strain 

gages were not placed on the outside of the top sheet due to the wearing 

surface.  This layout was selected because each of the points along midspan 

region was to be a loading point in various laboratory tests.  Further, the line of 

gages at 10-in. away from the center support were exptected to show this was an 

inflection point in bending.  This gaging plan for the Phase III deck is shown in 

Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.5 - Cut Section of deck showing typical mounting points of strain gages 
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Figure 2.6 - Plan view showing gage locations on Phase III FRP Deck
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Figure 2.7 - Strain gage locations on the Phase IV Deck; a) top plate external, b )top of tube 

panel internal, c) bottom of tube panel internal, and d) bottom plate external 
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2.3.2 – Phase IV Deck 

The Phase IV deck was instrumented with 42 gages.  Gages were placed 

along the middle of each span as shown in Figure 2.7.  Internal gages were 

placed during the fabrication process at the Strongwell plant.  Eight gages were 

mounted on the exterior of the top skin plate to determine both longitudinal and 

transverse strain [Figure 2.7(a)].  Six gages were mounted on the filets of the 

tops of the tubes (in the same manner as Phase III) to measure longitudinal 

strain [Figure 2.7(b)].  On the bottom of the tubes, six gages were mounted on 

the tube filets to mirror those on the top, as well as longitudinal and shear gages 

mounted in the center bottom of Tube 3 [Figure 2.7(c)].  Finally, the bottom 

surface was instrumented with 18 gages: eight longitudinal, eight transverse, and 

two shear [Figure 2.7(d)].   

2.4 – Testing Procedures 

2.4.1 – Laboratory Stiffness Testing 

Similar test set-ups were used for all laboratory tests on both decks.  The 

set-up consisted of the deck spanning over three W14x48 support beams spaced 

at 6-ft 6-in. center-to-center.  The deck was connected to these support members 

at six points by way of the hook-bolt over thru-rod connection shown in Figure 

2.8-a.  Connection points are shown as points marked by an X on a plan view of 

the deck in Figure 2.8-b.  The hook bolts used were fabricated from 3/4-in. 

diameter C-1018 steel rod (Brett Farmer [Virginia Tech Structures Lab. 

Technician] e-mail, February 4, 2002).  The rod was cut and then one end was 
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bent 180º with a radius of approximately 1/2-in.  The opposite end of the length of 

rod was threaded.  The hooked bolts were placed over the 1-in. diameter thru-

rods through the slotted holes made in tubes two and nine during the fabrication 

of the deck.  The deck was then lowered into place, aligning the bolts with 13/16-

in. diameter holes previously cut into the top flanges of the support members.  

The bolts were secured using two hex nuts, a flat washer, and a locking washer. 

The loading on the deck was done using 100-kip hydraulic actuators with 

fluid pressure supplied by a hand pump.  Load was monitored by load cells fitted 

with strain gages forming a full bridge circuit.  The actuators transferred load into 

load patches, of which two different types were used for testing the decks. 

For consistent notation, the directions which match the compass directions 

in the field test bed were referred to in all tests.  The traffic direction is from south 

to north and the deck spans from east to west.  Tube 1 is the southern-most tube 

while tube 10 is the northern-most tube.  The points, which were loaded in 

different combinations, are referred to by a notation which represents their points 

on a compass placed at the center of the deck, as shown in Figure 2.9 
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b) Connection Points
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X
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Figure 2.8 - a) Cut sections showing a detail of the hook-bolt connection b) plan view 

showing points at which the deck was connected to support members 
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Figure 2.9 - Notation used for Phase III and Phase IV decks 

2.4.1-1 – Phase III Deck 

Testing of the Phase III deck began in June of 2000 with stiffness testing 

performed at the Structures and Materials Laboratory at Virginia Tech.  There 

were seven different stiffness tests performed on the deck, consisting of different 

combinations of load patches.  The load points were located to match the 

orientations used during previous tests which were considered load points that 

would cause maximum response.  Each test's load patch combination is shown 

in Table 2.3.  During testing, all six deflection points were monitored (see Figure 

2.4).  Not all of the strain gages were monitored due to a limited number of 

channels on the data acquisition system used.  The following four gages were 

deemed not to be critical and were not recorded: F_N_T, F_C_L, F_S_L, and 

F_S_T.  These gages, as can be seen in Figure 2.6, were located near the 

center support and were not expected to show significant strains during testing.
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Table 2.3 - Patch combinations of stiffness tests performed on the Phase III deck 

Test Patches Loaded Number of Tests 

1 NE & SE 1 

2 E 3 

3 W 2 

4 NW & SW 3 

5 SW & SE 3 

6 W & E 2 

7 NW & NE 3 

The load patch used for all testing done on the Phase III deck was an 11-

in. by 20-in. steel plate to represent a wheel load from an HS-25 design vehicle 

(described in section 1.3.2-2).  Stiff reinforced rubber belt was placed beneath 

the plate to prevent any bearing on high points in the wearing course.  A single 

actuator was used for tests 1 through 4, with a spreader beam used in tests 3 

and 6.  Two actuators in parallel were used in tests 5 through 7. 

2.4.1-2- Phase IV Deck 

Testing the Phase IV deck began in June of 2001 at the Material 

Response Group Laboratory in Hancock Hall at Virginia Tech.  The same 

stiffness tests were performed as on the Phase III deck using the rectangular 

steel plate as a load patch.  In addition, four other tests were performed for the 

purpose of comparing data to a finite element model of the deck as well as to 

compare two different load patch systems.  Table 2.4 outlines the stiffness tests 

performed on the Phase IV deck and the load patches used during each.  To 

better model the load characteristics of a truck wheel, a second tire patch was 
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developed.  The second tire patch used was a steel-belted, small truck tire, cut 

into quarters.  Rubber silicone was poured into two of the tire quarters to form a 

flat surface.  Plates were stacked on the silicone and then a steel plate was used 

to bridge the two tire sections.  This tire loading patch is shown in Figure 2.10.  

Table 2.4 - Patch combinations of stiffness tests performed on the Phase IV deck 

Test Patches 
Loaded 

Patch Type Gages Monitored Number of Tests 

1 E Steel Plate All longitudinal gages 3 

2 NE, SE Steel Plate All longitudinal gages 3 

3 NW, SW Steel Plate All longitudinal gages 3 

4 W Steel Plate All longitudinal gages 3 

5 W, E Steel Plate All longitudinal gages 3 

6 NW, NE Steel Plate All longitudinal gages 3 

7 SW, SE Steel Plate All longitudinal gages 3 

8 SW Steel Plate All gages on west span 2 

9 SW Rubber Tire All gages on west span 2 

10 SE Steel Plate All gages on east span 2 

11 SE Rubber Tire All gages on east span 2 
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Steel Plates

Neoprene Pad

Silicone Rubber

Tire Section  

Figure 2.10 - Cross-section showing loading patch created from tire sections 

Table 2.4 also shows the gages from which data was recorded during the 

tests.  All deflection points were monitored during every test performed. 

2.4.2 - Field Testing of the Phase III Deck 

On July 12 of 2000, the Phase III deck was placed in a field testing 

location at the Interstate 81 truck weigh station near Troutville, Virginia.  The 

weigh station facility is described briefly in section 1.3.2-3 and two sections are 

shown in Figures 1.8 a and b.  The estimated daily average traffic through the 

weigh station is 5409 trucks per day based on the traffic data recorded by a third 

party for 132 days (data received from François Dion of the Virginia Tech 

Transportation Institute, May 2001), of which 8 percent were over the legal 

weight limit.  This value of average daily traffic on the Northbound side of I-81, 

through the weigh station facility, represents a more accurate estimate than the 
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conservative estimates previously used.  The average number of axles per 

vehicle was 4.9, which in terms of load cycles, results in approximately 11.7 

million load cycles from the date the deck was installed to the final test date on 

September 27, 2001, assuming one load cycle per axle. 

Field testing completed on the Phase II FRP deck had shown that the 

deflection data was being affected by other sources and that not just the deck's 

deflection was being measured.  It was determine the steel support beams 

rotating during traffic was the likely source of this error.  Prior to installation, the 

support beams were removed so that grout beds could be poured onto the slab, 

using a high strength, quick set grout.  It was hoped that this would ensure the 

lower flange of the steel beam was supported continuously.  Results supporting 

this are discussed in the following chapter.  Instrumentation cabling was run 

through a buried conduit from the test bed area to a concrete access box 

approximately 10 feet away.  After replacing the support beams on the grout 

beds, holes were drilled in the top flanges of the support members to 

accommodate the hook-bolt connectors and the deck was then lowered into 

place onto the support beams and secured with hex nuts. 

2.4.2-1 - Field Test Set 1 

The first set of field tests was performed on August 1, 2000.  The five axle 

orientations shown in Figure 2.11 were used during the field tests with five runs 

performed at each orientation during testing.  Lines were painted on the deck 

indicating the vehicle's path for each of the five tests and a fully loaded, three 

axle VDOT dump truck was driven at slow speed across the deck for each run.  
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The vehicle's dimensions are given in Figure 2.12, along with the measured truck 

weights during each set of field tests performed.  The weight of the vehicle was 

determined using the weigh station's static load scales during each field test 

performed. 

A speed test was also attempted to investigate the dynamic behavior of 

the deck, using the same test configuration as shown in Figure 2.11 - Test 1.  

The truck was driven over the deck and steel panels at approximately 35-mph for 

five runs.  These tests gave inconclusive results which did not yield any 

indications of the impact increases the deck might normally experience.  It was 

suspected that some unevenness in the path of the truck immediately before 

reaching the deck was creating uplift in the truck, as the deflection and strain 

data were all lower in magnitude than the data from Test 1.  Consequently, the 

results of the speed tests will not be covered in this research. 

Values from all strain gages were recorded during these tests, although no 

deflections were recorded.  Shunt calibrations were done on each of the gages, 

which consisted of applying a shunt of known resistance across the strain gages 

circuit and measuring the difference in resistance from the data acquisition 

system.  However, none of the active gages proved to have error greater than 

the signal noise recorded.  The first set of field tests served as an assurance that 

the deck would perform as expected under service conditions and that the strains 

were all within expected limits. 
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Test 4 - Left wheel 8-in left of exterior support

Test 5 - Left wheel centered on right span

Test 3 - Truck centered 1-ft left

3'-3"3'-3"

4'-5"

Test 1 - Truck centered over deck centerline

3'-5"

2'-5"

3'-5" 4'-5"

Test 2 - Truck centered 1-ft right

5'-10"8"

2'-5"

 

Figure 2.11 - Truck orientations during field tests performed 
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Figure 2.12 - Truck dimensions and weights used during the field tests  

2.4.2-2 Field Test Set 2 

The second set of field tests was performed on September 20, 2000.  The 

same truck as the first set of field tests was used (shown in Figure 2.12) and the 

same five tests were performed, with five runs each, as shown in Figure 2.9.  A 

creep test was also performed for approximately 70 minutes.  The truck was 

parked with the front wheels in the center of the deck (2 1/2-ft from the edge) and 

with the truck centered about the middle support.  Additionally, the truck was 

driven across the deck, in the same orientation as Test 1 in Figure 2.9, with data 

being recorded continuously at 200 cycles per second as the truck passed over 

both the steel access panels and the deck.  The purpose of this additional test 
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was to evaluate if the grout beds placed prior to the deck installation was 

preventing the steel support beams from moving. 

All strain gages were recorded during these tests and shunt calibrations 

were performed on each of the gages.  Also, deflections at the points shown in 

Figure 2.2 were recorded during each test. 

2.4.2-3 - Field Test Set 3 

The final set of field tests were performed on September 27, 2001, 

approximately one year after the previous test.  The five tests shown in Figure 

2.9 were performed using the same VDOT truck shown in Figure 2.12, with five 

runs each.  During the test, all strain gages were recorded and deflection at the 

points W, SW, NE, and E (see Figure 2.2) were recorded.  No shunt calibrations 

were performed during the third set of field tests as result of time constraints due 

to safety concerns at the weigh station facility. 

2.4.3 - Strength Testing of the Phase IV Deck 

In August of 2001, tests were performed on the Phase IV deck to 

determine that deck's ultimate strength as well as the behavior preceding failure.  

The first failure test was done by loading the E point on the deck (see Figure 2.5) 

using the tire loading patch.  All gages on the East span of the deck were 

recorded as well as deflection at all six locations.  The load was applied in cycles, 

each cycle being an integer multiple of the design service load.  Therefore, the 

first load cycle was up to 26-kips and the released, the second load cycle was up 

to 52-kips and then released, and so on, until failure occurred. 
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The second failure test was performed in the same manner on the W point 

of the deck, again using the tire loading patch.  All gages on the west span were 

recorded along with all the deflection points.  The load was cycled until failure 

occurred in the same manner as the previous test.  Table 2.5 contains a 

summary of the strength tests performed on the Phase IV deck. 

Table 2.5 - Patches loaded during strength tests performed on the Phase IV deck 

Test Patches 
Loaded 

Patch Type Gages Monitored 

12 E Rubber Tire All gages on east span 

13 W Rubber Tire All gages on west span 
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Chapter 3 - Results and Discussion 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the author will present the critical results from the research 

performed.  Results will be presented for the laboratory stiffness tests and field 

test performed on the Phase III deck as well as the laboratory stiffness and 

strength tests performed on the Phase IV deck.  The maximum strains and 

deflections are used as the critical values.  The values reported for each test 

represent an average of all repetitions of that test performed.  Further, some 

typical figures will be shown to demonstrate trends observed while testing the 

deck specimens.  Finally, a discussion will be made giving an interpretation of the 

results.  Some correlations will be made between these test results and the 

results given in the research presented by Temeles (Temeles 2001) as well as a 

finite element model developed for the deck (Zhou, 2001). 

3.2 Laboratory Stiffness Testing of the Phase III Deck 

Stiffness tests were performed on the Phase III Deck to determine the as-

manufactured, pre-service properties of the deck.  This would ensure the deck's 

ability to sustain the maximum traffic loads which it would be experiencing during 

service as well as to document the specimen's properties.  These latter values 

will be compared to results from testing that will be performed upon the deck's 

removal from the weigh station facility.  These pre-service results along with the 

field tests will be used to compare with other tests already performed (Temeles 

2001). 
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Peak deflections and strains from the laboratory stiffness tests performed 

on the Phase III Deck were averaged from each test and are presented in Table 

3.1.   There were nominally to be three repetitions of each test performed, which 

would then be averaged.  However, it was discovered after testing was complete 

that the data acquisition system would at times read full scale on all gages upon 

unloading, invalidating further repetitions of that test.  Table 2.3 lists the number 

of repetitions made for each test.  The peak strains and deflections from 

individual repetitions can be seen in Table A.1. 

Further, due to an initial miss-calibration of the load cell, the actuator was 

taken up to a load less than the design wheel load of 26.0 kips, as determined by 

the AASHTO specifications (AASHTO 1996).  In the AASHTO Standard 

Specifications for Bridge Design, an HS20 wheel load is 16 kips (half of a 32 kips 

axle load).  An HS25 truck is defined by the Virginia Department of 

Transportation Modifications to the AASHTO code as 5/4 of HS20 trucks axle 

loads (VDOT 1999).  Once an impact allowance of 30% (which is the maximum 

impact allowance prescribed) is included, the final wheel load of 26.0 kips is 

obtained.  The actual loads achieved in stiffness testing of the Phase III deck, 

however, ranged from 24.1 kips to 25.7 kips and varied with each test set-up.  

The actual sensitivities of the two load cells used were determined after testing 

was completed.  Table 3.2 contains deflections and strains which have been 

extrapolated to a load of 26.0 kips from the previous values.  Previous and 

subsequent deck testing has shown that similar decks have behaved linearly to 
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loads greater than twice the nominal test loads.  Therefore a linear extrapolation 

was deemed appropriate for determining values for comparison purposes. 
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Table 3.1 - Average actual peak deflections and strains recorded during Phase III deck 

stiffness tests 

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Active Tire 
Patch(es) NE & SE E W NW & SW SW & SE W & E NW & NE
Load Cell 1 
(kips) 24.2 24.0 25.0 24.3 24.7 24.6 24.7
Load Cell 2 
(kips) n/a n/a n/a n/a 25.2 25.1 25.7
WP1 (in) -0.030 0.004 0.070 0.319 -0.022 0.052 0.271
WP2 -0.009 0.002 0.202 0.107 0.029 0.162 0.048
WP3 0.015 -0.009 0.057 0.342 0.272 0.043 -0.014
WP4 0.321 0.066 0.009 -0.024 -0.012 0.056 0.303
WP5 0.122 0.210 -0.001 -0.014 0.059 0.190 0.063
WP6 0.318 0.072 -0.023 0.011 0.285 0.057 -0.014
T_NW (µε) 128 51 -155 -952 45 -90 -741
B_NW -203 -65 214 1515 -37 122 1171
F_NW_L -183 -68 303 1496 13 185 1162
F_NW_T -19 11 -474 1083 54 -377 802
T_W 81 71 -548 -302 -72 -424 -100
B_W -108 -98 994 367 84 802 120
F_W_L -129 -120 1126 406 104 902 114
F_W_T 44 84 514 -274 -107 480 -39
T_SW 134 54 -139 -990 -792 -76 39
B_SW -166 -68 163 1684 1249 94 -35
F_SW_L -217 -78 229 1936 1383 118 -35
F_SW_T -51 7 50 -329 -329 46 57
T_N 83 -51 57 278 -39 42 410
B_N -107 45 -71 -404 50 -52 -599
F_N_L -81 74 -58 -389 -8 4 -491
T_C -82 66 155 96 -5 231 -14
B_C 83 -91 -218 -120 8 -331 14
F_C_L 108 -81 -273 -139 -69 -384 46
T_S 48 -32 45 248 368 -39 -38
B_S -67 37 -68 -398 -590 -44 35
T_NE -843 -152 44 129 64 -93 -863
B_NE 1484 182 -64 -177 -51 117 1438
F_NE_L 1545 243 -62 -188 -12 170 1572
F_NE_T 762 -320 39 33 52 -267 720
T_E -273 -534 75 96 0 -490 -102
B_E 342 926 -92 -114 111 888 122
F_E_L 378 1081 -116 -145 142 1033 123
F_E_T -307 598 87 56 -130 673 -51
T_SE -918 -136 53 130 -915 -80 20
B_SE 0 0 -66 -203 1457 110 -32
F_SE_L 1789 223 -84 -228 1664 150 -35
F_SE_T -308 42 17 -39 -314 46 40
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Table 3.2 - Average Phase III deck stiffness test peak data extrapolated to a load of 26.0 

kips 

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Active Tire 
Patch(es) NE & SE E W NW & SW SW & SE W & E NW & NE
WP1 (in) -0.033 0.005 0.073 0.341 -0.022 0.054 0.274
WP2 -0.009 0.002 0.210 0.114 0.030 0.168 0.048
WP3 0.016 -0.010 0.059 0.366 0.281 0.044 -0.014
WP4 0.345 0.071 0.009 -0.025 -0.012 0.059 0.319
WP5 0.131 0.227 -0.001 -0.015 0.062 0.201 0.066
WP6 0.342 0.078 -0.024 0.011 0.299 0.060 -0.015
T_NW (µε) 138 56 -161 -1018 46 -93 -749
B_NW -218 -70 222 1621 -39 127 1183
F_NW_L -197 -74 314 1600 14 192 1174
F_NW_T -21 12 -492 1159 56 -391 810
T_W 87 77 -569 -323 -74 -440 -101
B_W -116 -106 1032 393 86 832 121
F_W_L -139 -130 1169 434 107 935 115
F_W_T 48 91 533 -293 -111 497 -39
T_SW 144 59 -144 -1059 -817 -78 39
B_SW -178 -73 170 1801 1288 97 -36
F_SW_L -234 -84 238 2070 1426 122 -35
F_SW_T -55 8 52 -351 -340 48 57
T_N 90 -55 59 297 -41 44 431
B_N -115 49 -74 -432 53 -55 -630
F_N_L -88 80 -60 -416 -8 4 -516
T_C -88 71 161 102 -5 244 -15
B_C 90 -99 -226 -128 9 -350 14
F_C_L 116 -88 -284 -148 -72 -406 49
T_S 52 -34 47 265 387 -41 -40
B_S -73 40 -71 -425 -620 -46 37
T_NE -907 -164 46 138 67 -99 -908
B_NE 1597 197 -67 -189 -54 124 1512
F_NE_L 1662 264 -64 -201 -12 179 1654
F_NE_T 819 -346 41 35 54 -282 758
T_E -294 -578 78 103 0 -518 -108
B_E 368 1003 -96 -122 117 938 129
F_E_L 407 1171 -121 -155 150 1092 129
F_E_T -330 647 90 60 -137 712 -53
T_SE -987 -148 55 139 -962 -84 21
B_SE 0 0 -69 -217 1532 116 -34
F_SE_L 1924 242 -87 -244 1750 158 -36
F_SE_T -332 45 18 -41 -331 49 42
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The maximum deflection observed while testing occurred under the SW 

load patch during the simultaneous loading of the NW and SW load patches 

(Test 4).  The deflection at that point was 0.342 in. under a load of 24.3 kips, 

which corresponds to a span to deflection ratio of 228.  This deflection, when 

scaled to a load of 26.0 kips, was 0.366 in., or a span to deflection ratio of 213.  

The span to deflection ratio value can be compared with the recommended value 

for conventional reinforced concrete decks of 800 as given by AASHTO 

(AASHTO 1996).  This span to deflection ratio criterion is often used as a 

benchmark comparison for FRP bridge deck systems (as shown in Table 1.1) 

and will be used throughout this paper when deflections are given.   

Figure 3.1 shows plots of the deflection versus load for a typical data set 

from test 4.  The deflections from all tests exhibited a linear behavior as seen 

here.  Although the data from the wirepot at the NW load patch plots as a smooth 

curve, the data from the wirepot at the SW load patch shows many “steps” along 

the curve.  This was likely due to the limitations of the wirepot devices used to 

measure deflection as well as the low sampling rate (one sample per second) 

used during testing.  Large difference in sensitivities between the different wire 

pots used (ranging from 1.08 in/volt to 27.8 in/volt) might cause this effect to be 

more pronounced in some cases.  Although the two might have experienced 

similar signal "noise," one with a much higher sensitivity would translate this into 

a relatively large jump in deflection. 
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Figure 3.1 – Load versus deflection plot for a typical test 4 (stiffness), Phase III deck, NW 

and SW load points 

Figure 3.2 shows the same deflection versus load curve previously shown, 

but for only the SW point.  Here, a linear regression line is also plotted, along 

with that lines equation and the coefficient of determination, or R2.  The 

coefficient of determination for this regression is 0.995, which is relatively high 

and assures that the relationship between deflection and load is linear for this

range of load, although the materials themselves are non-linear in nature. 
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Figure 3.2 - Linear regression analysis of a typical load versus deflection plot during 

stiffness testing of the Phase III deck 

The maximum strain recorded during testing of the pre-service stiffness 

testing of the Phase III deck also occurred during test 4 at the SW load point.  

This strain (on the bottom surface in the longitudinal) was 1936 microstrain, 

again under a load of 24.3 kips.  When extrapolated to the design load of 26.0 

kips, the strain at this point is 2070 microstrain.  This value is 19 percent of the 

ultimate tensile strain (of 11,100 microstrain) reported by the manufacturer (Table 

2.2).  However, the failure bottom surface strain is much less than 11,000 

microstrain, as is shown in the Phase IV strength test results in following 

sections. 

Figure 3.3 shows a plot of the load versus strain data recorded from the 

gages at the SW location on the deck (see Figures 2.5 and 2.6 for explanation of 
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the gage locations).  It can be seen that the largest strain occurs on the outside 

of the bottom plate (1936 microstrain) and that the strain on the bottom of the 

tube is a slightly smaller tensile strain (1684 microstrain).  The compressive 

strain on top of the tube (990 microstrain) is less still.  All gages shown appear to 

be linear during loading, as in all the stiffness tests performed. 
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Figure 3.3 - Load versus strain plot of the SW point for a typical Test 4 (stiffness), Phase III 

deck, NW and SW load points 

The strain also exhibits a linear relationship with load up to the design 

load, as can be seen in Figure 3.4.  Here, a typical strain versus load plot is 

shown with a plot of the linear regression line.  As seen in the typical load versus 

deflection plot, the coefficient of determination for the load versus strain 

regression curve has a high R2 value (0.997). 
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Figure 3.4 - Linear regression analysis of a typical load versus strain plot during stiffness 

testing of the Phase III deck 

Figure 3.5 shows the load versus strain plots for the NW point on the deck 

during test 4.  Again, all the strains exhibit linear behavior.  Here it can be seen 

that the longitudinal strain on the outside of the bottom plate is nearly identical to 

that on the bottom of the tube. 
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Figure 3.5 - Load versus strain plot of the NW point for a typical Test 4 (stiffness), Phase III 

deck, NW and SW load points 

If the peak strain values taken from Figures 3.3 and 3.5 are plotted against 

the gage location through the thickness of the deck, the strain distribution 

through the deck thickness may be seen.  Figure 3.6 shows such a strain 

distribution for a typical repetition of test 4 (loading the NW and SW patches 

simultaneously) on the Phase III deck.  Note again, that the gages on the top and 

bottom of the tubes are actually placed on the fillet curve, rather than on the top 

of the tube.  The plot of the strain at the SW point is approximately linear, while 

the strain distribution through the thickness at the NW point is not linear.  It can 

be seen that the tube panel and the bottom plate appear to be acting in a non-

composite fashion.  Here, the term composite refers to longitudinal shear transfer 

between bending elements. This is likely a result of an incomplete bond or no 
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bond between the bottom plate and the tube panel in this area.  It is not clear 

how large the unbonded area is.  To further support the idea that no bond 

between elements may be present in this area, a simple test was performed 

during a field visit.  A dull, lower pitched sound could be heard on the bottom 

plate of the deck near the northern edge of the western span when tapped with a 

hammer (approximately beneath the NW loading point).  This type of sound is 

usually indicative of a debonding between elements. 
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Figure 3.6 - Strain distributions of the NW and SW points during a typical test 4 on the 

Phase III deck 

Figure 3.6 shows the neutral axis of the deck cross section at a point 

approximately 2 3/4 in. below the top surface of the deck's top plate.  When 

determined in this manner, the neutral axis varied in location from 2 1/2 to 2 3/4 
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in. from the top surface throughout the stiffness tests of the Phase III deck.  

Theoretical calculations of the neutral axis based on principals of mechanics as 

applied to a nonhomogeneous, linearly elastic beam establish the neutral axis at 

a point 3-in. below the top surface of the deck (Craig, 1996).  These calculations 

do not take into account any additional stiffness provided by the 1/4-in. thick 

wearing surface applied to the Phase III deck. 

3.3 - Field Testing of the Phase III Deck 

3.3.1 - Results from Field Testing of the Phase III Deck 

Field tests were performed on the Phase III deck at the Troutville Weigh 

Station test bed on three different dates spanning approximately one year to 

investigate the behavior of the deck under actual truck loads and to monitor any 

loss in stiffness during that time.  Strains were recorded on all three dates 

(8/1/2000, 9/20/2000, and 9/27/2001) and deflections were recorded on the 

second and third date.  These would provide documentation of the deck's 

stiffness performance.  This could then be compared to previous decks as well 

as to the laboratory stiffness tests performed on all decks.  From this, it could be 

determined if any loss of stiffness occurred during the time period observed. 

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show typical plots of time versus strain from field tests 

performed on the Phase III deck.  A plot of longitudinal strain is shown in Figure 

3.7 and Figure 3.8 shows how transverse strain changes with time during an axle 

crossing in comparison to longitudinal strain.  The first hump in each of the plots 

(for the longitudinal gages) represents the first axle crossing over the deck with 
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the peak being when the axle is directly over the gage.  Subsequently, the next 

set of two humps indicates the rear axles crossing over the deck.  Two general 

observations were made from these plots for each of the truck crossings.  First, 

due to the close spacing of the rear axles, there was some superposition of the 

load from each.  Consequently, for comparison of data, only the strains and 

deflections induced by the front axle were used.  Secondly, the transverse gages 

had an immediate switch from compression to tension when the moving load 

passed the gage location.  The peak value of compression in the transverse 

gages was typically less than the peak value of tension.  The value of the tension 

peak was generally close to the peak value for the associated longitudinal gage 

for the front axle peak. 
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Figure 3.7 - Typical strain versus time plot for an arbitrary field test showing longitudinal 

gages, Phase III deck 
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Figure 3.8 - Typical strain versus time plot for an arbitrary field test showing bottom 

surface gages, Phase III deck 

Due to loss of gages during the time in which the deck has been in the 

field test site, it is not possible to compare all peak strains for each of the three 

field tests.  However, some trends can be observed from the gages which did 

continue to function.  The absolute maximum (regardless of sign) strains due to 

front axle loading recorded during all field tests occurred at the Northeast point 

on the deck during Test 5 (see Figure 2.11).  The largest strains during these 

tests were tensile strains in the longitudinal gages on the bottom surface.   

The peak strain and deflection values from the five tests performed on 

each of the three field test visits are contained in Table 3.3.  Each value is the 

average of the peak value due to the front axle taken from five repetitions of each 

test.  The values from each repetition are included in Table A.2. 
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Table 3.3 - Averaged peak strain and deflection values from three field tests performed, 

taken from front axle of vehicle 

Test
Date 8/1/2000 9/20/2000 9/27/2001 8/1/2000 9/20/2000 9/27/2001 8/1/2000 9/20/2000 9/27/2001
T_NW -341 -301 N.A. -197 -210 N.A. -173 -173 N.A.
B_NW 447 370 433 256 231 210 246 223 221
F_NW_L  458 378 407 277 260 198 214 199 162
T_W -203 -184 -212 -88 -101 -91 -100 -102 -97
B_W    314 257 N.A. 135 127 N.A. 131 122 N.A.
F_W_L 366 297 359 143 138 123 137 126 121
T_SW  -303 -286 -327 -177 -191 -187 -175 -195 -208
B_SW    456 N.A. N.A. 232 N.A. N.A. 233 N.A. N.A.
F_SW_L   539 437 493 282 262 236 262 239 225
T_NE   -307 -281 N.A. -129 -128 N.A. -191 -190 N.A.
B_NE  418 376 436 208 191 175 271 254 252
F_NE_L  455 407 1174 192 182 446 270 260 654
T_E    -186 -174 -187 -68 -85 -68 -105 -109 -103
B_E    292 256 292 97 94 75 129 123 110
F_E_L 344 299 350 99 96 79 147 142 130
T_SE   -298 -300 N.A. -144 -165 N.A. -209 -238 N.A.
B_SE   427 379 N.A. 187 179 N.A. 263 251 N.A.
F_SE_L N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_NW_T  289 239 255 214 196 177 166 149 141

-388 -341 -326 -321 -289 -231 -285 -247 -217
F_W_T  322 309 299 274 270 227 248 247 219

-188 -164 -194 -131 -125 -131 -116 -108 -120
F_SW_T 78 65 5 49 47 3 48 43 4

-419 -376 -9 -319 -310 -9 -325 -318 -8
F_NE_T   249 225 588 144 131 291 177 166 406

-296 -270 -652 -212 -194 -396 -250 -225 -503
F_E_T  N.A. N.A. 357 N.A. N.A. 232 N.A. N.A. 291

N.A. N.A. -207 N.A. N.A. -102 N.A. N.A. -149
F_SE_T   62 40 N.A. 40 30 N.A. 45 36 N.A.

-410 -352 N.A. -279 -258 N.A. -335 -305 N.A.
NW N.R. 0.094 N.R. N.R. 0.082 N.R. N.R. 0.084 N.R.
W N.R. 0.084 0.075 N.R. 0.073 0.057 N.R. 0.074 0.062
SW N.R. 0.099 0.112 N.R. 0.084 0.090 N.R. 0.087 0.096
NE N.R. 0.093 0.090 N.R. 0.071 0.064 N.R. 0.084 0.082
E N.R. 0.081 0.059 N.R. 0.064 0.043 N.R. 0.073 0.054
SE N.R. 0.083 N.R. N.R. 0.062 N.R. N.R. 0.078 N.R.

Note: N.A. - Gage not active during testing due to malfunction
N.R. - Gage not recorded during testing
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Table 3.3 (continued) 

Test
Date 8/1/2000 9/20/2000 9/27/2001 8/1/2000 9/20/2000 9/27/2001
T_NW -51 -58 N.A. 37 28 N.A.
B_NW 76 76 97 -47 -41 -45
F_NW_L  96 92 69 -48 -39 -54
T_W -29 3 -40 29 24 29
B_W    46 46 N.A. -37 -33 N.A.
F_W_L 38 38 45 -48 -43
T_SW  -54 5 -98 35 34 34
B_SW    72 N.A. N.A. -48 N.A. N.A.
F_SW_L   79 72 88 -61 -57 -59
T_NE   -75 -86 N.A. -411 -420 N.A.
B_NE  107 111 124 544 557 520
F_NE_L  110 113 309 589 602 1403
T_E    -40 3 -44 -255 -242 -234
B_E    55 57 50 392 373 350
F_E_L 50 52 52 462 441 417
T_SE   -83 -102 N.A. -410 -396 N.A.
B_SE   95 92 N.A. 576 541 N.A.
F_SE_L N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_NW_T  42 42 43 25 23 26

-164 -140 -126 -47 -39 -39
F_W_T  162 170 148 72 69 50

-43 -38 -54 -10 -9 -17
F_SW_T 14 17 5 13 10 3

-152 -174 -9 -12 -17 -9
F_NE_T   64 69 213 308 301 686

-147 -134 -299 -327 -312 -720
F_E_T  N.A. N.A. 194 N.A. N.A. 364

N.A. N.A. -81 N.A. N.A. -275
F_SE_T   16 16 N.A. 50 35 N.A.

-158 -174 N.A. -434 -376 N.A.
NW N.R. 0.053 N.R. N.R. 0.014 N.R.
W N.R. 0.054 0.043 N.R. 0.016 -0.005
SW N.R. 0.047 0.068 N.R. -0.010 -0.007
NE N.R. 0.061 0.057 N.R. 0.116 0.113
E N.R. 0.053 0.039 N.R. 0.087 0.072
SE N.R. 0.049 N.R. N.R. 0.108 N.R.
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3.3.2 - Field Inspection of the Phase III Deck 

Between field tests 2 and 3, a visual inspection was performed to 

determine if any noticeable damage had occurred to the deck under daily traffic.  

The weigh station was closed and the steel access panels were removed.  
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Cracking was observed in the wearing surface, parallel to the tubes.  This 

cracking was concentrated over the tube webs.  Cracking in the wearing surface 

was also noted perpendicular to the tubes over the center support.  The cracking 

was concentrated at the edges of the deck and near the center support.  Figures 

3.9 (a) and (b) are images created from several photos which detail the cracking 

along the tube walls and over the center support.  The tape measure in both of 

the images is centered over the middle support, which can partially be seen at 

the bottom of the image.  Note that the lines which are visible in the image are 

cracks which were traced over with a heavy marker in the field and then traced in 

red on the image. 

 

(a) South free edge of deck (traffic moves toward top of page) 

 

(b) North free edge of deck (traffic moves toward bottom of page) 

Figure 3.9 - Cracking along tube walls in wearing surface of Phase III FRP deck 

3.3.3 - Creep Test 

A static load test was applied to the Phase III deck over the course of 

approximately 70 minutes to determine what effect sustained loads might have 

on the deck specimen.  Figure 3.10 shows the deflections of the E and W points, 
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which were beneath the vehicle's wheels recorded during the creep test.  In 

general, most of the creep effects took place within the first 10 minutes.  The 

largest deflection occurred at the West location, directly under one of the wheels.  

The change in deflection from initial loading to maximum deflection was 

approximately 0.032 in.  The West point on the deck appeared to experience a 

higher creep rate as well.  It is evident that the creep rate for the deck is not 

constant over the time observed.  However, the creep rate did significantly 

reduce during the period observed, as shown in the ratio of creep to initial 

deflection in Table 3.4, where the ratio approaches a constant value. 
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Figure 3.10 - Deflections versus time recorded during creep test performed on the Phase III 

deck 
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Table 3.4 - Ratio of creep to initial deflection at 10 minute intervals 

Time (min.) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
East- ∆ (in) -0.0786 -0.0913 -0.0942 -0.0954 -0.0968 -0.0980 -0.0991 -0.1000
∆ / ∆o 1.00 1.16 1.20 1.21 1.23 1.25 1.26 1.27
West- ∆ (in) -0.0889 -0.1040 -0.1110 -0.1140 -0.1170 -0.1200 -0.1220 -0.1230
∆ / ∆o 1.00 1.17 1.25 1.28 1.32 1.35 1.37 1.38

 

3.3.4 - Support Deflections 

Research at the Troutville test site done by Temeles (Temeles 2001) 

showed that the deflection measurements recorded were invalidated by some 

deflection other than just that of the FRP deck system.  Figure 3.11 shows a plot 

of data recorded by Temeles at the site.  The small initial deflections (about 10 

percent of the peak deflections) were thought to be due to a rotation and rocking 

of the support beams when the truck was over the approaching steel access 

panels. 

 

front axle 
reaches deck

Figure 3.11 - Deflections as front axle passes over steel access panels and the Phase II 

deck during testing performed by Temeles (Temeles, 2001) 
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 Before placing the Phase III deck on site, grout was poured beneath the 

steel support beams to help prevent the beams from rotating under load.  On the 

second field test date, data was recorded while the truck drove over the 

approach access panels as well as the deck in order to determine if the grout 

beds under the support beams would prevent the additional deflection observed 

by Temeles (Temeles 2001).  Figure 3.12(a) shows plots of the six 

deflectometers during this test.   
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(b) 
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Figure 3.12 - Plots showing deflection while the front axle passes over approach panels 

and the Phase III deck during field testing 
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The deflection at the Southeast (SE) point only is shown in Figure 3.12(b) 

to better explain what happens while the truck passes over the steel panels and 

deck.  At about time equal to 2 seconds, the front axle reaches the first steel 

panel, causing a slight deflection in the steel support beams which is transferred 

into the deck.  At approximately 12 seconds, the front axle passes from the steel 

panel to the edge of the deck, resulting in a deflection of the deck at the point 

shown.  The truck then moves near the centerline of the deck and pauses, with 

the front wheels near the East and West points (E and W), from a time of 20 

seconds to 26 seconds.  As the axle passes over the far edge of the deck, the 

Southeast point is actually deflected upwards until the wheels move off of the 

deck onto the second steel access panel, which can be seen by the small final 

deflection before the front axle leaves the panel after recording has stopped. 

Although there was some apparent deflection from the truck passing onto 

the approach panels, it was a small percentage (less than 1.2 percent at the 

maximum) of the deflection observed in the deck.  A drop in the support 

deflections by a factor of nearly 10 from the Phase II deck field tests indicates 

that the supports are no longer rotating or rocking under load and are likely only 

deflecting as columns.  In presenting the results from field tests, the deflection of 

the supports is considered negligible and is not subtracted from the given values. 

3.3.5 - Durability of the Phase III Deck 

Table 3.5 shows the peak values from Test 5 of the gages located at the 

Northeast and East points as well as the deflections measured during test 5 for 

the last two field test dates.  The Northeast point had the highest deflection and 
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strain values from the field tests on all three dates observed.  The values for 

each date are the average of five repetitions of test 5.  The strain values are not 

entirely conclusive to determine if any loss of stiffness occurred in the deck 

during the time which behavior was monitored.  The deflection values over one 

year essentially showed no change.  If a stiffness coefficient is determined by 

dividing the deflection by the force applied, that value is constant at 0.0159 in/kip 

for both the second and third test dates.  However, while the strain values from 

the longitudinal and transverse gages on the bottom surface of the deck did not 

significantly change from the first to second test dates, they showed a dramatic 

increase from the second to third test dates.  The internal gage on the bottom of 

the tube (marked B_NE) showed no increase during this same period.  It is likely 

that the external gages are not reading properly since a linear strain distribution 

is not present.  A linear strain distribution which would result in the tensile strains 

shown in Table 3.5 for the third test date would result in a compression strain on 

the top of the deck high enough to likely cause damage. Further, the deflection 

data and visual inspections do not suggest any sort of failures in the deck at that 

point. 

The strain data recorded at the East point during test 5 shows more 

consistent results from test dates 8/1/2000 and 9/20/2000 to approximately one 

year later on 9/27/2001.  The strain to wheel load ratios appear to be nearly 

constant for each test date, actually decreasing over time (64.2 microstrain/ kip, 

60.4 microstrain/ kip, and 58.7 microstrain/ kip, respectively, for the F_E_L gage). 
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Table 3.5 - Average peak strains and deflection values from field test 5 for two points (NE 

& E) from each test date 

Date 8/1/2000 9/20/2000 9/27/2001 Date 8/1/2000 9/20/2000 9/27/2001
Front Wheel 
Load (kips) 7.2 7.3 7.1

Front Wheel 
Load (kips) 7.2 7.3 7.1

T_NE (µε) -411 -431 N.A.1 T_E (µε) -255 -242 -234
B_NE 544 573 520 B_E 392 373 350
F_NE_L 589 617 1403 F_E_L 462 441 417
F_NE_T (+) 308 316 686 F_E_T (+) N.A.1 N.A.1 N.A.1

F_NE_T (-) -327 -312 -720 F_E_T (-) N.A.1 N.A.1 N.A.1

WP4 (in) N.A.2 0.116 0.113 WP5 (in) N.A.2 0.087 0.072
Note:
1Gage not functioning
2Deflections not recorded

 

In the research done by Temeles on the Phase III deck, it was concluded 

that large discrepancies between the laboratory stiffness tests and the field tests 

did not allow for comparison of those results.  The author of that research 

concluded that there were three possible factors for the apparent higher flexibility 

in the field tests.  First, shorter, stiffer beams were used in the field test site 

(W10x45 in the weigh station test facility versus W18x40 sections in the 

laboratory setting).  Secondly, the supports rocked about their base, as 

discussed in section 3.3.3 above.  Lastly, Temeles felt that the smaller contact 

area of the front wheels of the VDOT truck as compared to the steel load plate 

used in the laboratory might have resulted in higher deflection for an equal 

amount of load (Temeles, 2001). 

For the laboratory stiffness tests (and strength tests) performed on the 

Phase III and Phase IV decks, support beams which were closer to those in the 

weigh station facility were used (W14x43 sections).  Also, as previously shown 

3.3.3, the rocking of the support beams was prevented by pouring grout beds 
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beneath the beams at the field test site prior to testing the Phase III deck.  Table 

3.6 shows the deflections (labeled as ∆) from the laboratory tests 5, 6, and 7, as 

well as the deflections from test 1 from both the 9/20/2000 and 9/27/2001 field 

tests.  All of these tests consist of the deck being loaded symmetrically about its 

center support and therefore could be expected to show similar results when 

normalized as a stiffness coefficient or strain coefficient.  As shown in the 

discussion of the laboratory stiffness tests, the deck behaves in a linear-elastic 

manner to loads well above those applied here, and, therefore, a stiffness 

coefficient (or ∆/P) obtained in this manner would be expected to be constant. 

Table 3.6 - Stiffness coefficients for Laboratory Stiffness tests 5, 6, and 7 and Field Tests 

on 9/20/2000 and 9/27/2001 

P (kips) Point ∆ (in) ∆/P (in/k) % Inc. ε ε/ P (1/kips) % Inc.
Lab 5 25.2 SW 0.272 0.0108 - 1383 54.9 -

Field 1 (9/20/2000) 7.25 SW 0.099 0.0137 27% 437 60.3 10%
Field 1 (9/27/2001) 7.10 SW 0.112 0.0158 46% 493 69.4 27%

Lab 6 25.1 W 0.162 0.0065 - 902 35.9 -
Field 1 (9/20/2000) 7.25 W 0.084 0.0116 78% 297 41.0 14%
Field 1 (9/27/2001) 7.10 W 0.075 0.0106 63% 359 50.6 41%

Lab 7 25.7 NW 0.271 0.0105 - 1162 45.2 -
Field 1 (9/20/2000) 7.25 NW 0.094 0.0130 24% 378 52.1 15%
Field 1 (9/27/2001) 7.10 NW - - - 407 57.3 27%

P (kips) Point ∆ (in) ∆/P (in/k) % Inc. ε ε/ P (1/kips) % Inc.
Lab 5 24.7 SE 0.285 0.0115 - 1664 67.4 -

Field 1 (9/20/2000) 7.25 SE 0.083 0.0114 -1% - - -
Field 1 (9/27/2001) 7.10 SE - - - - - -

Lab 6 24.6 E 0.190 0.0077 - 1033 42.0 -
Field 1 (9/20/2000) 7.25 E 0.081 0.0112 45% 299 41.2 -2%
Field 1 (9/27/2001) 7.10 E 0.059 0.0083 8% 350 49.3 17%

Lab 7 24.7 NE 0.303 0.0123 - 1572 63.6 -
Field 1 (9/20/2000) 7.25 NE 0.093 0.0128 4% 407 56.1 -12%
Field 1 (9/27/2001) 7.10 NE 0.09 0.0127 3% 1174 165.4 160%

Note: ∆ indicates deflection, P indicates load, and ε indicates strain.

West Span

East Span

Test or Axle 
Orientation

Test or Axle 
Orientation
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These stiffness and strain coefficients, in general, show an increase from 

the laboratory stiffness test results to the field test results.  However, some 

coefficients show a decrease from the second field test (9/20/2000) to the third 

(9/27/2001).  It does not seem that any of the adjustments made to the testing 

set-ups have had any significant impact on the discrepancies between these 

coefficients from laboratory to field.  There are number of variables that change 

from one setting to the other, such as support conditions, environmental 

conditions, loosening of connections due to vibrations, among others.  It is 

possible that these may, collectively, be responsible for the change in these 

values without any true loss of performance in the deck.  

3.4 - Laboratory Stiffness Testing of the Phase IV Deck 

3.4.1 - Results of Stiffness Tests 

Stiffness tests performed on the Phase IV deck allow for quantitative and 

qualitative analysis of what effect the steel thru-rods had on the stiffness of the 

deck.  They also provide data for comparisons to be made with other decks 

tested.  Table 3.7 contains the averaged peak deflections and strains recorded 

from tests 1 through 7 of the laboratory tests performed on the Phase IV deck.  

These represent the average of three repetitions for each test.  Table A.3 

contains the peak values from each repetition made during testing. 
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Table 3.7 - Average peak deflections and strains recorded during Phase IV deck stiffness 

tests 

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Active Tire 
Patch(es) NE & SE E W NW & SW SW & SE W & E NW & NE
Load Cell 
(kips) 26.0 26.3 26.1 26.0 26.1 26.0 26.2
WP1 (in) -0.074 -0.029 0.054 0.324 -0.092 0.037 0.267
WP2 -0.080 -0.057 0.178 0.109 -0.002 0.148 0.021
WP3 -0.077 -0.036 0.050 0.300 0.271 0.037 -0.049
WP4 0.304 0.095 -0.040 -0.135 -0.114 0.058 0.291
WP5 0.135 0.212 -0.054 -0.129 0.034 0.179 0.052
WP6 0.339 0.079 -0.036 -0.138 0.311 0.058 -0.046
T_NW (µε) 137 74 -211 -1204 63 -119 -1177
B_NW -183 -84 206 1465 -104 101 1275
F_NW_L -213 -99 223 1745 -107 105 1511
T_W 114 82 -724 -409 -102 -716 -97
B_W -113 -84 839 391 76 851 104
F_W_L -144 -106 1024 487 87 992 108
T_SW 168 80 -199 -1292 -1082 -94 72
B_SW -198 -90 219 1633 1424 101 -70
F_SW_L -213 -99 215 1663 1407 92 -76
T_NE -1210 -190 77 107 80 -105 -1056
B_NE 1328 215 -87 -125 -104 118 1166
F_NE_L 1536 233 -93 -153 -115 120 1344
T_E -376 -724 86 86 -87 -635 -106
B_E 400 934 -97 -83 97 823 112
F_E_L 446 1080 -104 -81 85 949 120
T_SE -1304 -196 78 110 -1018 -96 70
B_SE 1532 212 -86 -139 1224 118 -68
F_SE_L 1789 206 -93 -151 1402 100 -66
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The maximum deflection occurred at the SE point during test 1 (loading 

the NE and SE load patches) at 26.0 kips.  That deflection was 0.339 in., which 

corresponds to a span-to-deflection ratio of 230.  The maximum observed strain 

was a tensile strain in the longitudinal direction, also at the SE point.  The strain 

observed was 1789 microstrain, which is 16 percent of the ultimate tensile strain 

in Table 2.2. 

Figure 3.13 shows a plot of the load versus deflection for a typical 

repetition of test 1.  The deflections, as well as strains, were all linear for the 
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stiffness tests performed on the Phase IV deck.  Again, the sensitivities 

determined from calibrating the wirepots used were relatively high (about 14.1 in/ 

volt), which results in a jagged curve.  It is believed that these small jumps are 

well within what would be considered signal "noise," only amplified by the higher 

sensitivity. 
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Figure 3.13 - Load versus deflection plot for a typical test 1 (stiffness), Phase IV deck, NE 

and SE load points 

Figure 3.14 shows a plot of the strain versus load for the Southeast point 

on the deck during a typical repetition of test 1.  This plot is typical for most points 

loaded during stiffness testing in that the external gage values are proportionally 

larger than those from the internal bottom gage.  The load versus strain plots 

from a typical test 4 are shown in Figure 3.15.   Here, it can be seen that there is 
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little strain variation between the gage location on the bottom of the tube (B_SW) 

and the bottom face (F_SW_L).  These strain versus load plots all appear linear 

as well. 
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Figure 3.14 - Load versus strain plot of the SE point for a typical test 1 (stiffness), Phase IV 

deck, NE and SE load points 
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Figure 3.15 - Load versus strain plot of the SW point for a typical test 4 (stiffness), Phase 

IV deck, NW and SW load points 

Again, plotting the peak values versus the distance through the deck's 

cross section, a strain distribution can be developed, as in Figure 3.16.  This 

strain distribution is linear through the tube panel and bottom plate for the SE 

strains from test 1.  However, when the SW strains from test 4 are also plotted, 

they show essentially no change in strain between the bottom internal and 

external gages.  As noticed in the Phase III deck, this may indicate a locally 

debonded region between the tube panel and bottom plate.  The Phase IV deck 

is to be used in further testing and therefore was not able to undergo an autopsy 

in order to verify this suspect region.  Upon completion of testing on this 

specimen, though, an autopsy should be done to determine if this area does, in 
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fact, have no bond between the tube panel and bottom plate, and also how large 

of a debonded region exists. 
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Figure 3.16 - Strain distributions of the SE (typical test 1) and SW (typical test 4) points on 

the Phase IV deck 

Strain distribution plots of the Phase IV deck, typical of that shown in 

Figure 3.16, show the neutral axis lying between approximately 3 and 3 1/4 in. 

below the top surface of the deck.  This represents a small shift downward when 

compared to the Phase III deck, although closer to the theoretical value of 3-in. 

below the top surface, as established by mechanics.  This shift is likely due to the 

Phase IV deck not having the 1/4-in. thick wearing surface present on the Phase 

III deck, which was not accounted for when determining the theoretical neutral 

axis.  It seems reasonable that the linear strain distributions shown in Figure 3.16 
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and similar figures accurately represent the actual strain distribution experienced 

by the deck specimens during loading. 

The peak deflection values given in Table 3.7 show that, in all but one 

test, the deflection values for the East span were greater than those for a similar 

test performed on the West span.  This, even though the East span contained 

thru-rods at approximately every 12-in, while the West span contained a single 

thru-rod at the middle of the span (apart from those over the supports for the 

connection).  The strains also showed little variation between the spans, although 

not consistently greater for either span.  Table 3.8 shows the maximum 

deflections and strains from stiffness tests 5, 6, and 7 as examples.  

Table 3.8 - Summary of maximum deflections and strains between East and West spans of 

the Phase IV deck stiffness tests 5, 6, and 7 

Test 5 6 7
Active Tire 

Patches SW & SE W & E NW & NE
Max. Defl (in) 0.271 0.148 0.267
Max. Strain (µε) 1407 992 1511
Max. Defl (in) 0.311 0.179 0.291
Max. Strain (µε) 1402 949 1344
Deflection 13% 17% 8%
Strain 0% -5% -12%Percent Difference

West 
Span

East Span

1 Thru- 
rod

Thru rods 
at 12 in.

 

Further, it should be noted that the variation seen in maximum strain 

between the two spans is not greater than that seen in the Phase III deck, which 

had no variation in thru-rods.  Table 3.9 shows similar data as that summarized 

in Table 3.8, but for the Phase III deck.  These results indicate that reducing the 

number of thru-rods had no measurable affect on the stiffness of the deck. 
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Table 3.9 - Summary of maximum deflections and strains between East and West spans of 

the Phase III deck stiffness tests 5, 6, and 7 

Test 5 6 7
Active Tire 

Patches SW & SE W & E NW & NE
Max. Defl (in) 0.272 0.162 0.271
Max. Strain (µε) 1383 902 1162
Max. Defl (in) 0.285 0.190 0.303
Max. Strain (µε) 1664 1033 1572
Deflection 5% 15% 11%
Strain 17% 13% 26%Percent Difference

West 
Span

East Span

1 Thru-
rod

Thru rods 
at 12 in.

 

3.4.2 - Load Patch Comparison Stiffness Tests 

Additional stiffness tests were performed to evaluate any change in 

behavior when a rubber tire load patch was used in place of the steel plate load 

patch used for laboratory stiffness testing on the Phase I through III decks.  A 

summary of the averaged peak deflections and strains observed at the points 

loaded from tests 8 through 11 are listed in Table 3.10.  There were two 

repetitions of each test.  These points exhibited the highest deflections observed 

during stiffness testing of the Phase IV deck.  The maximum deflection observed 

during testing was 0.388 in. during test 9 at a load of 26.0 kips, which 

corresponds to a span to deflection ratio of 201. 
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Table 3.10 - Summary of average peak deflections and strains at points loaded comparing 

two different load patches 

Test 8 9 Test 10 11
Active Load 
Patch

Active Load 
Patch

Patch Used Steel 
Plate

Rubber 
Tire Patch Used Steel 

Plate
Rubber 

Tire
Load (kips) 25.9 26.0 Load (kips) 26.4 26.5
WP3 (in) 0.362 0.388 WP5 (in) 0.367 0.381
T_SW (µε) -1336 -1263 T_SE (µε) -1168 -1103
B_SW 1714 1630 B_SE 1475 1412
F_SW_L 1704 1711 F_SE_L 1826 1626

SW SE

 

Pressure sensitive film was placed under one half of the steel plate during 

one repetition of test 8 and under one of the tires in one repetition of test 9.  

Figure 3.17 shows a comparison of the pressure films from each of those tests.  

The dotted lines indicated where the centerlines of the loading patch used was in 

relation to the film image.  The pressure film from test 8 indicates that most of the 

load was being transmitted directly into the webs of the deck, which can be seen 

by the longer red streaks at the top, middle, and bottom of the image.  The 

pressure film from test 9 shows the tire distributing the load more evenly over the 

contact area, with some concentration of load towards the center of the two tire 

set. 
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(a) 

One of two rubber tires 
(b) 

One half of steel plate 

Plate 
Centerline

Tire Set 
Centerline 

Web 
locations 

Figure 3.17 - Pressure film after (a) test 9 and (b) test 8 

Comparing the tests which varied the load patch used, it was observed 

that the strains which had not varied from the bottom of tubes to the outer face of 

the bottom plate at the SW point begin to show some variation when the rubber 

tire patch was used.  Figure 3.18 shows a strain distribution comparing tests 8 

and 9.  It can be seen that, although not linear, the strain distribution from test 9 

shows a curve that more closely resembles the linear distributions seen 

elsewhere in the deck.  If the debonded area which had resulted in a 

discontinuous strain distribution were very small, then if might be possible that a 

more evenly distributed load would result in some shear transfer through areas 

around the debonded region, resulting in some variation in strain at the point 

observed. 
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Figure 3.18 - Strain distributions of the SW points during typical test 8 (Steel plate) and 9 

(Rubber tire) on the Phase IV deck 

Also, the averaged peak deflections were slightly higher when loading with 

the rubber tire patch.  This may again be due to the even distribution of load over 

a larger area.   It is possible that the absolute maximum deflection of the deck 

occurred somewhere other than the monitored location due to a concentrated 

load.  In this case, the same load distributed over a slightly larger area would 

result in a larger region of the deck deflecting evenly; a region which then might 

contain the monitored point.  As noted in section 2.3, the points at which 

deflection was monitored were slightly offset from the middle of the span due to 

the strain gage locations. 
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3.5 - Laboratory Strength Testing of the Phase IV Deck 

Tests were performed on the Phase IV deck in order to determine the 

value of ultimate strength.  The rubber tire load patch was used for the failure 

tests to determine if a different failure mechanism would occur than that which 

was observed by Temeles in the strengh testing of the Phase I and Phase II 

decks (Temeles, 2001). 

3.5.1 - East Span (With Rods at 12 inch Spacings): Strength Test 12 

A load versus deflection plot of Test 12 is shown in Figure 3.19.  The 

wirepot used at the E point to measure deflection appeared to have a defect 

which resulted in incorrect readings at approximately 0.8 in. to 1.0 in. of 

deflection.  Consequently, it is difficult to determine at what load the deck no 

longer acts in a linear fashion.   The ultimate load on the deck was 130 kips, or 5 

times the design load.  The maximum legal axle weight without a permit in 

Virginia is 20 kips (VDOT 1996).  Therefore the ultimate load sustained by the 

deck was 13 times the legal load of 10.0 kips and 5 times the design load of 26.0 

kips.  The deck appeared to behave linearly at least up to a load of approximately 

90 kips, at which point the wirepot began to read in error.  The ultimate deflection 

experienced by the deck, which occurred during the unloading cycle, was 1.55 in. 

at a load of 121 kips.  It is felt that this value was not affected by the malfunction 

of the wirepot, as the strains behaved as expected between the loads in which 

the wirepot gave erroneous readings.  Also, this maximum deflection is on order 

with the maximum deflection obtained during the strength test of the West span.   
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Figure 3.19 - Load versus deflection plot for Test 12 (strength), Phase IV deck, E load point 

A plot of the load versus strain for the gages located at the loaded point 

during Test 12 is shown in Figure 3.20.  The internal gages (labeled T_E and 

B_E) appeared to have suffered damage during the loading cycle at 

approximately 112 kips.  The external longitudinal gage shows clearer load and 

unload cycles.  The maximum strain of 7470 microstrain (67 percent of the 

reported ultimate tensile strain of the plate), occurred at the peak load of 130 

kips.  The strain versus load plots indicate that the deck may have begun acting 

in a non-linear fashion at a load lower than that indicated by the load versus 

deflection plots, possibly around 75 kips, or nearly 3 times the design load.   
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Figure 3.20 - Load versus strain plot for Test 12 (strength), Phase IV deck, E load point 

The failure mode exhibited by the Phase IV deck was a three hinge 

mechanism developed in the top flange of the deck system between webs.  The 

failure is shown in Figure 3.21, with two cracks parallel to the webs clearly 

visible.  Dashed lines indicate the approximate location of the webs, which are 

either side of Tube 5.  A sudden loud noise was emitted from the deck at the time 

the ultimate load was reached, although it was not clear as to what element of 

the deck was the source of the sound. 
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Figure 3.21 - Failure mode of Phase IV deck during Test 12 (East Span) with approximate 

locations of webs indicated by dashed lines 

3.5.2 - West Span (With One Rod at Center of Span): Strength Test 13 

A load versus deflection plot of Test 13, the strength test on the W load 

point, is shown in Figure 3.22.  The ultimate load reached during this test was 

137 kips, or 5.3 times the design load of 26.0 kips and 13.7 times the legal load 

of 10.0 kips.  The ultimate deflection, which occurred at that load, was 1.41 in.  

The deck began to exhibit non-linear behavior at approximately 110 kips, or 4.2 

times the design load and 11 times the legal wheel load. 

Figure 3.23 contains a load versus strain plot for the gages at the West 

point beneath the load patch during Test 13.  These gages did not appear to 

suffer much damage during the load cycle, although the internal top gage (T_W) 

did appear to be damaged during the unload cycle.  The maximum strain 
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recorded was a tensile strain of 7370 microstrain, on the bottom surface directly 

beneath the load point in the longitudinal direction.  This is 66 percent of the 

ultimate tensile strain in Table 2.2, which is lower than might be expected.  

However, as observed in the strength test for the East span, the tensile failure 

was actually a local failure of the top plate, which was not monitored due to the 

load being applied at the area of interest.  It is likely that the strain in this region 

approached the ultimate tensile strain reported for the material. 

The failure of the West span during Test 13 was again a bending 

mechanism between tube walls.  At failure, loud popping sounds could be heard 

coming from the deck, although notably different to the observers from the noise 

emitted during Test 12. 
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Figure 3.22 - Load versus deflection plot for Test 13 (strength), Phase IV deck, W load 

point 
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Figure 3.23 - Load versus strain plot for Test 13 (strength), Phase IV deck, W load point 

3.5.3 - Discussion of Failure Mode Observed 

The failure modes during the strength testing when using the rubber tire 

load patch were drastically different from those observed by Temeles in the 

Phase I and II decks (Temeles 2001).  Rather than a punching shear (see Figure 

1.10), the top flange of the deck system (both plate and tube flange) failed as a 

fixed ended beam between the tube webs.  It is felt that this more accurately 

reproduces the failure which would occur due to an actual truck loading.   

However, this still might not predict an actual failure mechanism.  For the 

purposes of discussion, if the maximum pressure which could be exerted from a 

truck tire were 100 psi, then in order to create a load of 130 kips, the tire contact 

area required would be 1300 square inches.  This hypothetical tire contact area 
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is approximately 8 times larger than the tire contact area which was produced by 

the rubber tire loading patch.  This large of an area might result in yet another 

different failure mechanism over such a short span. 

Regardless of the two failure modes actually observed though, the 

resulting damage would not have been such that a vehicle could not safely pass 

over the deck.  Further, the deck did not immediately lose strength.  Rather it was 

able to continue to sustain a rather large load without increased deflections.  This 

localized, non-catastrophic failure yields an additional factor of safety at ultimate 

load for the FRP deck. 

This is in addition to the deck's safety factor against failure of 

approximately 5 with respect to the design load of 26.0 kips and 11 with respect 

to the Virginia legal wheel load of 10.0 kips.  It would seem that some stiffness 

requirement (as that provided by the AASHTO recommended span to deflection 

limit of 800) would be a more applicable limit on design for an FRP deck as 

opposed to a strength requirement with such high factors of safety present.  

Provided a stiffness requirement is imposed, the deck should have excess 

strength. 

3.6 - Discussion of Results 

3.6.1 - Deflection and Strain Values at Free Edges Versus Center of 
Deck 

Throughout the testing, the maximum deflection and strain values 

observed occurred at the monitored locations nearest the free edges of the deck.  

However, the maximum deflections under loading the center of the deck should 
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also be considered, as these more accurately represent a deck which has 

continuous edge supports.  Stiffness tests 5, 6, and 7 are the best indications of 

this.  In the Phase III deck, comparing the maximum deflections from Table 3.2 

between tests 6 and 7 show that the deflection at the E point during test 6 is 63 

percent of that observed during test 7 at the NE point (0.201 in. and 0.319 in., 

respectively).  This results in a span-to-deflection ratio of 388 versus 245 for a 

similar loading condition.  In the Phase IV deck, the maximum deflections from 

Table 3.11 between tests 5 and 6 show an even larger decrease between the 

center and edge deflections.  The maximum deflection observed during test 6, 

which occurred at the E point, was 58 percent of the maximum deflection during 

test 5, which occurred at the SE point (0.179 in. and 0.311 in., respectively).  The 

maximum deflection from test 6 corresponds to a span-to-deflection ratio of 436 

versus 251 for test 5.  Table 3.11 shows how these compare to the AASHTO 

recommended maximum deflection for flexural members, which is 800. 

Table 3.11 - Maximum deflections from the Phase III deck stiffness tests 5, 6, and 7 

Test Number 7 6 5 6
Load Point Edge Center Edge Center
Active Load 
Patches SW & SE W & E NW & NE W & E
Max. Deflection 
(in) 0.319 0.201 0.311 0.179
L/∆ 245 388 251 436
∆/∆max 3.27 2.06 3.19 1.83

Phase III Deck Phase IV Deck

 

These differences in deflections underscore the importance of a complete 

edge connection for deck panels in application.  The field inspection described in 

section 3.3.1 revealed the presence of longitudinal cracks in the wearing surface 
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above the web locations, near the free edges (see Figure 3.9).  These cracks, 

which were not observed near the center of the deck, also emphasize the 

importance of edge support for the deck panel system.  As noted in section 1.3.1, 

damage to the polymer wearing surface on the Salem Avenue Bridge was 

attributed to free edges between different deck systems (ODOT 2001). 

3.6.2 - Comparison to Phase I and II Decks 

The maximum deflection observed during the laboratory stiffness testing 

of the Phase I deck was observed during a test which was not performed on the 

Phase III and IV decks.  However, test 2 performed on the Phase I deck 

compares to tests 5 and 7 performed on the Phase III and IV decks, which were 

loading free edges of both spans simultaneously.  The largest deflection for test 2 

on the Phase I deck was 0.284 in (Temeles 2001).  The largest deflection from 

test 7 on the Phase III deck was 0.319 in., as seen in Table 3.12 below, which 

was a 12 percent increase from the Phase I deck.  The largest deflection from 

test 5 on the Phase IV deck was 0.311 in. (see Table 3.7), or a 10 percent 

increase over from the Phase I deck.  Strains were not reported for the Phase I 

deck stiffness testing. 
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Table 3.12 - Comparison of the peak deflection and strain values from stiffness testing of 

four decks 

Deck Phase I III IV Deck Phase II III IV
Test 2 7 5 Test 2 4 1
Active Load 
Patches SW & SE NW & NE SW & SE

Active Load 
Patches NE & SE NW & SW NE & SE

Max. 
Deflection (in) 0.284 0.319 0.311

Max. 
Deflection (in) 0.290 0.366 0.339

Ratio to 
Phase I 1.00 1.12 1.10

Ratio to 
Phase II 1.00 1.26 1.17

Max. Strain 
(µε) N.R. 1654 1402

Max. Strain 
(µε) 1226 2070 1789

Ratio to 
Phase I - - -

Ratio to 
Phase II 1.00 1.69 1.46

Location SE NE SE Location SE SW SE  

The largest observed deflection during the testing of the Phase II deck 

during pre-service stiffness testing was while loading both free edges of one 

span simultaneously, which corresponds to tests 1 and 4 performed on the 

Phase III and IV decks.  Under this loading, the maximum deflection for the 

Phase II deck was 0.290 in. (Temeles 2001).  During test 4 of the Phase III deck, 

the maximum observed deflection was 0.366 in., which was a 26 percent 

increase over the Phase II deck.  Test 1 of the Phase IV yielded a maximum 

deflection of 0.339 in. or a 17 percent increase over the Phase II deck.  Strains 

showed similar increases from the Phase II deck to the deck phases tested for 

this research.  This indicates that as the bottom plate thickness decreases, the 

deflection and strain values increase. 

Temeles reported that the Phase II deck represented significant 

improvements over the Phase I deck.  While the Phase IV deck might have 

shown some improvements in construction over the Phase III deck, there were 
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no dramatic differences in performance.  The change in plate thicknesses 

(increasing the top plate from 3/8-in. to 1/2-in. and decreasing the bottom plate 

from 3/8-in. to 1/4-in.) between the first two phase decks tested by Temeles and 

the second two phase decks more recently tested has resulted in a generally less 

stiff deck panel.  Although there has been no major damage to the wearing 

surface, the transverse cracks observed in the wearing surface on the Phase III 

deck were no less than those above the webs observed in the Phase II deck 

during field investigations.  The variation in plate thicknesses has not had the 

intended result of reducing the flexure cracks in the wearing surface and in fact 

has had the opposite effect by reducing stiffness.  However, increasing the top 

plate thickness may still help to increase the deck's overall durability by 

decreasing the local stress within the top plate.  This cannot be verified until the 

Phase III deck is removed from the field test site and post-service laboratory 

stiffness and strength tests are performed. 

3.6.3 - Evaluation of the Hook-Bolt Connection 

Visual inspection performed on the Phase III deck, both during laboratory 

stiffness and field testing, as well as the Phase IV deck, during the laboratory 

stiffness and strength tests, did not indicate any damage in the deck from the 

deck to support connection method used.  Inspections performed in the 

laboratory as well as in the field on the Phase III deck indicated no damage to the 

outer surfaces of the deck or to the wearing surface which could be attributed to 

the deck to support connections. 
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Although a thorough autopsy was not performed on the Phase IV deck, as 

the specimen is to be used for further testing, the deck was sawn longitudinally 

(here, parallel to the span of the deck) into three segments: two approximately 2'-

3" wide and one 6" wide.  No damage could be seen around the thru-rod holes 

located in the tube webs nearest the connection locations.  Further, not damage 

was detected on the bottom or top surfaces of the deck. 

3.7 - Finite Element Model Comparison 

A finite element model was developed by Aizi Zhou to determine, in part, 

what effect the steel thru-rods had on the Strongwell Deck system's performance 

(Zhou, 2001).  Since the main purpose of the thru-rods was for aiding in 

fabrication of the deck and not for strength or stiffness, it was desired to estimate 

the loss in stiffness if they were not included.  The model consisted of three 

dimensional tetrahedral structural solid elements of different material properties, 

depending on the elements location in the model.  The steel support stringers, 

FRP plates (top and bottom), FRP square tubes, and steel thru-rods were 

included, as shown in Figure 3.24(a).  The model was loaded with an 11 by 20 in. 

rigid area, to simulate the load experienced by the Phase III Deck during 

laboratory stiffness testing with load patches on either free edge of a span.  The 

deck's deflection shape is shown in Figure 3.24(b).   
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Figure 3.24 - FEA model geometry, meshes and global deflection of the FRP deck system 

(Zhou, 2001) 

Plots from the analysis were developed for the longitudinal direction strain, 

as well as the vertical deflection.  The plot in Figure 3.25 represents a cross-

section of the deck, taken from the center line of the deck (x equal zero) to the 

free edge (x equal 30 in.).  The three curves plotted are the deflected shape of 

the bottom plate for a model which contained 12 thru-rods (similar to the Phase 

III deck), a model containing 4 thru-rods (similar to the Phase IV deck), and a 

model which contained no thru-rods.  The individual points shown are peak 

deflection points taken from the laboratory stiffness tests performed on the Phase 

III deck previously discussed.  All have a single wheel load of 26.0 kips applied at 

the Southwest point.  The model appears to slightly over-predict the deflection by 

approximately 0.05 to 0.10 in., which although is a fairly high percentage (16 to 

32 percent), it is a relatively small absolute difference.  Further, the FEA shows 

very little difference in the deflected shape between any of the models.  The 

deflection of the models with thru-rods is greater at the centerline of the deck and 

less at the free edge, a result of the rods giving some rigidity to the deck and 

distributing the load more evenly.  However, at a point near the center of the load 
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patch (near the recorded deflections during laboratory testing), there is little 

difference between any of the models.  As discussed in section 3.5.5, the testing 

of the Phase IV deck span with only one thru-rod also saw little difference in 

deflection at this point, as compared to the opposite span and the Phase III deck. 
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Figure 3.25 - Deflection variation for different FEA models (Zhou 2001) 

The plots in Figure 3.26 are of the strain cross sections from the bottom 

plate of the FEA model.  The figure also contains some data points for 

comparison taken from the laboratory stiffness testing of the Phase III deck.  

Here, the models agree very well at a section beneath the loading patch (x equal 

19 to 30 in.).  Although there is a good deal of scatter in the values observed in 

the laboratory testing data, the models are roughly centered about those values.  

The maximum values from the empirical testing were as much as 16 percent 

higher and 10 percent lower than those obtain from the FEA model.  Previously, 
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in the displacement comparison, the FEA model appeared to err on the 

conservative side, yielding greater deflections than recorded in stiffness testing.  

When the strain values are compared, though, the FEA models seem to be 

closer to a mean value, rather than an envelope value, with much greater 

differences. 
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Figure 3.26 - Strain variation for different FEA models (Zhou 2001) 

From these limited comparisons, it seems that the FEA model of the 

Strongwell deck system represents a close approximation of the actual deck.  

However, the model is not consistent in its predictions and is not conservative in 

some cases.  Having a more accurate model will allow for more cost effective 

testing of alternatives for determining what variables are critical to design as well 

as developing a method of design for a final deck product. 
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Chapter 4 - Conclusions and Recommendations 

  4.1 - Conclusions 

There was no evidence of damage to either the Phase III or Phase IV 

decks from the hook-bolt connection, either on the bottom plate bearing on the 

support beams or near the thru-rods which acted as part of the connection 

system.  This connection method, although more difficult to install, does not 

result in any discernable damage to the deck system. 

The as-manufactured properties of the Phase III deck have been 

thoroughly documented for the purpose of comparison to post-service tests once 

the deck is removed from the field test site. 

After over approximately 11.7 million load cycles, the Phase III deck 

appeared to have suffered no significant damage from use.  Further, there did 

not appear to be any significant loss of stiffness over the year from the second to 

third field test that could be estimated from the collected data.  Although some 

strain gages appeared to have increased in value over this time, most showed no 

significant increase.  Further, all strains remained within a reasonable factor of 

safety when compared to the ultimate strength as determined from other decks 

tested and the maximum deflection values did not increase during the year 

observed. 

Laboratory stiffness and strength testing both support the theory that the 

3/4 in. steel thru-rods provide no additional stiffness or strength to the deck.  The 

differences in strain between the two spans were no more varied than the Phase 

III deck specimen which did not vary the number of thru-rods between spans.  
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Further the deflection values were no less for the span with less rods than the 

span with rods at smaller spacings. 

The finite element model which has been developed for the Strongwell 

deck system shows varying degrees of accuracy in modeling the deck's behavior 

under service conditions, or during elastic behavior.  Although more direct 

comparisons are needed to establish a more exact model, it seems likely that the 

current process for developing the FEA model will allow for computer-based 

testing of design variables.  The current model, however, is not consistently 

conservative and care must be taken to ensure that it does not under-predict 

stresses within the deck system. 

Strength testing of the Phase IV deck revealed a dramatic change in the 

failure mode from previous decks tested by changing the load patch from a thick 

steel plate to a set of two silicone rubber filled tires.  Rather than a punching 

shear in the top flange of the deck panel, failure resulted from beam action of the 

top flange between the tube webs.  It is felt that the failure due to the tire loading 

patch represents a more realistic failure under a service condition, although it is 

well established by the factor of safety between failure loads and service loads 

that this is not the controlling factor in the design of a GFRP bridge deck system. 

Longitudinal cracking over the outermost tube webs can be attributed to 

the increased deflections at the panel's free edges, which in turn is compounded 

by the reduced stiffness when compared to previous decks.  It appears that 

making use of different thickness plates on top and bottom, as well as varying the 

fiber lay-up of the top plate, was not able to reduce wearing surface damage by 
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increasing stiffness as hoped.  The use of a thicker top plate with an engineered 

fiber lay up does not appear to aid in the deck's performance, and may in fact 

increase its flexibility.  Durability may be improved by the increase in top plate 

thickness, though.  This can only be verified once the deck is removed and post-

service laboratory stiffness and strength tests have been performed. 

4.2 - Recommendations 

Significant increases were observed in both strain and deflection from 

tests performed in the center of a deck span versus the free edge of a span.  

Further, cracking was observed in the wearing surface during field testing.  

Similar findings of a damaged wearing surface have been found in a FRP deck 

system highway bridge in the city of Dayton, Ohio.  These findings show that a 

critical component of an FRP deck system is an edge connection between 

panels.  A panel connection must be developed for the Strongwell FRP deck 

system in order to prevent wearing surface damage as well as excessive 

deflections and strains at the boundary between deck panels.  Such a connection 

should also take into account the method of construction required due to the 

deck-to-support beam connection. 

Varying the fiber lay-up from the off-the-shelf Extren line in the top plate of 

the deck was expected to increase stiffness significantly.  However, due to the 

lower fiber-volume fraction from engineered fabrics versus rovings and mat lay-

ups, the plate's properties were not as high as had been hoped for.  It appears 

that using this engineered plate resulted in no increase in stiffness performance 

with what is likely to be a much more significant increase in cost over a stocked 
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item.  Unless future durability evaluations suggest otherwise, using a stocked 

item seems to be more effective from a cost versus performance view, provided 

deflections are not in excess of some limiting factor. 

Provided fabrication does not suffer from reducing the number of thru-rods 

within the deck, their number should be reduced.  One thru-rod will be required 

over each support using the current hook-bolt connection method, which has 

shown to be sufficient and does not appear to cause damage to the deck.  In 

order to insure proper bonding between the tube walls within the panel, additional 

thru-rods may be required.  The laboratory stiffness and strength tests performed 

on the Phase IV deck, though, suggest that no more than one thru-rod at 

approximately mid-span will be required for this purpose.  Further, since the thru-

rods do not seem to add any stiffness or strength to the deck, their diameter may 

be reduced to the smallest amount required to provide adequate support for the 

hook-bolt connectors as well as compression across the bond interface between 

tubes. 

Failure testing showed that the ultimate strains reported by the 

manufacturer were not obtained.  If the values of ultimate strain or stress are to 

be applied as design limits, then a factor of safety must be established in order to 

prevent premature failure.  However, testing has shown that stiffness of the deck 

will likely govern design over strength. 

Future field tests should concentrate on areas in which previous research 

has shown a need for further investigation.  Longer creep tests should be 

performed to determine the deck system's performance under sustained load.  A 



test lasting as long as three hours would perhaps give enough data to evaluate 

the deck's behavior.   
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Appendix 

Table A.1 - Peak values from Phase III deck stiffness test repetitions 

Test
Active Tire 
Patch(es)
Repetition 
Number 1 Average 1 2 3 4 5 6 Avera
Load Cell 1 
(kips) 24.2 24.2 24.3 24.1 24.2 23.6 24.0 24.4 24.0
Load Cell 2 
(kip)
WP1 (in) -0.030 -0.030 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.004
WP2 -0.009 -0.009 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002
WP3 0.015 0.015 0.006 0.005 0.006 -0.008 -0.009 -0.009 -0.009
WP4 0.321 0.321 0.063 0.066 0.065 0.062 0.064 0.071 0.066
WP5 0.122 0.122 0.209 0.211 0.209 0.201 0.215 0.213 0.210
WP6 0.318 0.318 0.069 0.068 0.069 0.067 0.084 0.066 0.072
T_NW (µε) 128 128 49 48 51 54 40 60 51
B_NW -203 -203 -61 -57 -66 -69 -56 -70 -65
F_NW_L -183 -183 -61 -63 -63 -69 -67 -69 -68
F_NW_T -19 -19 22 -24 -26 -21 30 25 11
T_W 81 81 68 64 67 65 69 78 7
B_W -108 -108 -100 -108 -95 -94 -103 -96 -98
F_W_L -129 -129 -121 -127 -119 -116 -125 -119 -120
F_W_T 44 44 84 93 82 88 85 78 8
T_SW 134 134 60 48 69 43 62 58 54
B_SW -166 -166 -67 -69 -79 -62 -72 -70 -68
F_SW_L -217 -217 -85 -82 -82 -75 -79 -78 -78
F_SW_T -51 -51 -19 16 19 21 18 -17
T_N 83 83 -38 -40 -37 -52 -49 -51 -
B_N -107 -107 45 36 37 43 46 48 45
F_N_L -81 -81 89 80 71 71 80 71 7
T_C -82 -82 68 60 63 62 67 68 6
B_C 83 83 -88 -91 -89 -85 -99 -90 -91
F_C_L 108 108 -76 -87 -80 -79 -80 -83 -81
T_S 48 48 -49 -54 -33 -34 -31 -29 -
B_S -67 -67 49 36 29 31 42 39 3
T_NE -843 -843 -154 -137 -158 -136 -161 -158 -152
B_NE 1484 1484 185 174 193 179 179 187 182
F_NE_L 1545 1545 245 256 243 238 248 244 243
F_NE_T 762 762 -332 -333 -324 -311 -326 -323 -320
T_E -273 -273 -562 -557 -553 -520 -542 -539 -534
B_E 342 342 939 948 936 916 929 933 926
F_E_L 378 378 1106 1098 1115 1064 1087 1091 1081
F_E_T -307 -307 620 624 614 581 611 601 598
T_SE -918 -918 -152 -140 -120 -121 -152 -136 -136
B_SE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F_SE_L 1789 1789 232 220 232 217 225 227 223
F_SE_T -308 -308 40 45 41 45 44 36 42
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Table A.1 (Continued) 

Test
Active Tire 
Patch(es)
Repetition 
Number 1 2 Average 1 2 3 Average
Load Cell 1 
(kips) 23.6 26.5 25.0 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3
Load Cell 2 
(kip)
WP1 (in) 0.068 0.073 0.070 0.320 0.318 0.317 0.319
WP2 0.195 0.209 0.202 0.108 0.107 0.106 0.107
WP3 0.054 0.060 0.057 0.347 0.341 0.340 0.342
WP4 0.010 0.008 0.009 -0.023 -0.025 -0.024 -0.024
WP5 0.013 -0.015 -0.001 0.021 -0.029 -0.035 -0.014
WP6 -0.023 -0.022 -0.023 0.035 0.036 -0.039 0.011
T_NW (µε) -158 -151 -155 -946 -962 -946 -952
B_NW 200 228 214 1507 1526 1512 1515
F_NW_L 289 317 303 1491 1504 1492 1496
F_NW_T -445 -503 -474 1094 1078 1078 1083
T_W -526 -569 -548 -302 -304 -300 -302
B_W 957 1030 994 359 369 374 367
F_W_L 1067 1184 1126 406 405 408 406
F_W_T 510 518 514 -271 -286 -266 -274
T_SW -128 -150 -139 -999 -972 -999 -990
B_SW 149 178 163 1698 1672 1681 1684
F_SW_L 221 237 229 1932 1942 1935 1936
F_SW_T 45 55 50 -329 -319 -338 -329
T_N 57 57 57 281 282 271 278
B_N -65 -77 -71 -415 -400 -397 -404
F_N_L -51 -64 -58 -392 -383 -393 -389
T_C 159 150 155 94 92 100 96
B_C -211 -225 -218 -116 -112 -131 -120
F_C_L -250 -297 -273 -136 -140 -140 -139
T_S 59 31 45 244 254 245 248
B_S -60 -77 -68 -399 -390 -403 -398
T_NE 38 50 44 136 126 125 129
B_NE -56 -72 -64 -177 -177 -177 -177
F_NE_L -60 -63 -62 -185 -195 -183 -188
F_NE_T 39 39 39 29 36 34 33
T_E 75 75 75 75 106 107 9
B_E -90 -95 -92 -116 -120 -107 -114
F_E_L -106 -126 -116 -143 -141 -151 -145
F_E_T 92 81 87 56 55 58 5
T_SE 37 68 53 132 142 115 130
B_SE -60 -73 -66 -208 -200 -200 -203
F_SE_L -73 -95 -84 -221 -235 -227 -228
F_SE_T 17 17 17 -41 -37 -38 -39
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Table A.1 (Continued) 

Test
Active Tire 
Patch(es)
Repetition 
Number 1 2 3 4 Average 1 2 Avera
Load Cell 1 
(kips) 25.0 24.6 24.6 24.9 24.7 24.4 24.8 24.6
Load Cell 2 
(kip) 25.3 25.1 25.1 25.4 25.2 24.6 25.6 25.1
WP1 (in) -0.021 -0.022 -0.022 -0.021 -0.022 0.051 0.052 0.052
WP2 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.162 0.163 0.162
WP3 0.275 0.270 0.270 0.277 0.272 0.041 0.044 0.043
WP4 -0.014 -0.012 -0.012 -0.011 -0.012 0.049 0.063 0.056
WP5 0.067 0.061 0.061 0.055 0.059 0.196 0.184 0.190
WP6 0.302 0.281 0.281 0.292 0.285 0.056 0.057 0.057
T_NW (µε) 59 47 47 39 45 -83 -97 -90
B_NW -68 -37 -37 -38 -37 111 134 122
F_NW_L -44 48 48 -56 13 198 173 185
F_NW_T -42 46 46 69 54 -388 -367 -377
T_W -103 -69 -69 -77 -72 -431 -418 -424
B_W 119 74 74 102 84 804 801 802
F_W_L 152 104 104 103 104 906 897 902
F_W_T -160 -103 -103 -116 -107 487 473 480
T_SW -775 -793 -793 -791 -792 -74 -77 -76
B_SW 1249 1248 1248 1252 1249 93 95 94
F_SW_L 1449 1362 1362 1425 1383 106 129 118
F_SW_T -370 -313 -313 -361 -329 53 39 46
T_N -46 -35 -35 -47 -39 47 37 42
B_N 60 46 46 59 50 -62 -42
F_N_L -58 -46 -46 69 -8 -29 37 4
T_C 44 -29 -29 43 -5 220 242 231
B_C -42 34 34 -43 8 -320 -341 -331
F_C_L 64 -62 -62 -82 -69 -375 -393 -384
T_S 390 365 365 374 368 -38 -39 -39
B_S -597 -594 -594 -580 -590 -48 -39 -44
T_NE 50 63 63 65 64 -81 -106 -93
B_NE -32 -49 -49 -54 -51 120 114 117
F_NE_L -90 -50 -50 65 -12 170 169 170
F_NE_T 87 50 50 56 52 -277 -257 -267
T_E 0 0 0 0 0 -505 -474 -
B_E 80 110 110 115 111 882 893 888
F_E_L 128 154 154 120 142 1036 1030 1033
F_E_T -161 -138 -138 -115 -130 673 673 673
T_SE -956 -903 -903 -939 -915 -64 -96 -80
B_SE 1505 1451 1451 1467 1457 103 117 110
F_SE_L 1744 1660 1660 1673 1664 155 145 150
F_SE_T -381 -313 -313 -316 -314 42 50 46
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Table A.1 (Continued) 

Test
Active Tire 
Patch(es)
Repetition 
Number 1 2 3 Average
Load Cell 1 
(kips) 24.7 24.6 24.8 24.7
Load Cell 2 
(kip) 25.8 25.3 26.1 25.7
WP1 (in) 0.274 0.267 0.272 0.271
WP2 0.050 0.044 0.049 0.048
WP3 -0.022 -0.009 -0.010 -0.014
WP4 0.308 0.302 0.301 0.303
WP5 0.063 0.062 0.063 0.063
WP6 0.030 -0.032 -0.039 -0.014
T_NW (µε) -747 -734 -742 -741
B_NW 1183 1160 1171 1171
F_NW_L 1174 1143 1168 1162
F_NW_T 821 779 807 802
T_W -102 -98 -99 -100
B_W 117 118 124 120
F_W_L 115 111 116 114
F_W_T -38 -37 -41 -39
T_SW 36 38 42 39
B_SW -37 -30 -38 -35
F_SW_L -31 -34 -38 -35
F_SW_T 52 58 60 57
T_N 415 405 409 410
B_N -612 -589 -596 -599
F_N_L -491 -489 -492 -491
T_C 30 -38 -34 -
B_C -36 37 39 1
F_C_L 52 42 45 4
T_S -33 -45 -36 -38
B_S 32 33 39 3
T_NE -870 -857 -862 -863
B_NE 1443 1424 1446 1438
F_NE_L 1579 1552 1586 1572
F_NE_T 731 717 713 720
T_E -110 -100 -98 -102
B_E 120 128 118 122
F_E_L 115 128 126 123
F_E_T -40 -62 -49 -51
T_SE -30 49 40 2
B_SE -37 -31 -27 -32
F_SE_L -41 -34 -29 -35
F_SE_T 46 42 31 40
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Table A.2 - Peak values from three field tests 

Test
Data
Repetition 1 2 3 4 5 Average 1 2 3 4 5 Average 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average
T_NW -364 -305 -354 -352 -331 -341 -346 -330 -267 -195 -367 -301 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_NW 461 413 460 460 444 447 407 403 340 255 445 370 437 390 451 406 463 452 433
F_NW_L  499 396 471 471 451 458 468 394 330 235 461 378 413 350 430 370 450 431 407
T_W -192 -193 -216 -210 -202 -203 -192 -209 -175 -125 -220 -184 -217 -192 -217 -208 -219 -222 -212
B_W    309 283 341 328 311 314 292 295 227 147 323 257 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_W_L 370 320 392 384 363 366 352 343 254 161 376 297 361 301 383 331 390 387 359
T_SW  -290 -296 -312 -303 -312 -303 -295 -324 -276 -232 -303 -286 -330 -315 -329 -323 -333 -333 -327
B_SW    436 433 478 462 470 456 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_SW_L   530 502 569 545 552 539 503 519 380 294 491 437 491 436 517 463 521 530 493
T_NE   -243 -328 -325 -314 -322 -307 -221 -321 -307 -217 -341 -281 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_NE  374 431 437 420 425 418 324 426 392 285 452 376 443 425 439 434 428 447 436
F_NE_L  392 473 478 464 470 455 345 464 429 298 501 407 1195 1138 1183 1170 1154 1205 1174
T_E    -157 -185 -199 -191 -196 -186 -155 -191 -175 -141 -209 -174 -189 -183 -188 -181 -187 -193 -187
B_E    233 296 310 308 314 292 224 307 257 162 329 256 300 276 295 290 287 307 292
F_E_L 270 348 363 365 372 344 262 360 304 187 385 299 359 330 354 346 347 363 350
T_SE   -239 -311 -312 -302 -326 -298 -277 -335 -307 -278 -303 -300 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_SE   340 447 450 436 462 427 342 452 393 308 400 379 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_SE_L N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_NW_T  310 269 294 293 279 289 275 257 219 170 274 239 259 230 263 243 273 260 255

-402 -380 -381 -401 -376 -388 -377 -343 -332 -280 -375 -341 -324 -307 -331 -318 -336 -340 -326
F_W_T  332 309 337 322 311 322 326 313 304 270 334 309 301 285 301 295 306 305 299

-184 -178 -198 -190 -190 -188 -179 -180 -157 -126 -177 -164 -192 -181 -201 -190 -202 -197 -194
F_SW_T 81 73 83 78 76 78 68 69 67 56 67 65 3 9 3 8 3 3 5

-397 -422 -430 -423 -422 -419 -373 -397 -380 -344 -388 -376 -9 -9 -9 -9 -9 -8 -9
F_NE_T   236 252 258 251 250 249 209 244 231 189 254 225 592 575 595 587 579 601 588

-284 -310 -291 -307 -286 -296 -263 -279 -276 -238 -291 -270 -653 -643 -653 -649 -648 -668 -652
F_E_T  N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 356 353 356 356 353 368 357

N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. -208 -203 -207 -209 -202 -213 -207
F_SE_T   63 60 63 63 64 62 44 40 39 39 40 40 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

-401 -405 -422 -411 -410 -410 -359 -367 -347 -329 -359 -352 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
NW 0.091 0.095 0.094 0.087 0.101 0.094
W 0.084 0.084 0.084 0.080 0.088 0.084 0.075 0.073 0.074 0.074 0.075 0.077 0.075
SW 0.101 0.106 0.097 0.092 0.098 0.099 0.112 0.111 0.113 0.111 0.114 0.114 0.112
NE 0.093 0.099 0.095 0.087 0.090 0.093 0.089 0.090 0.089 0.090 0.089 0.091 0.090
E 0.078 0.080 0.081 0.080 0.084 0.081 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.058 0.061 0.059
SE 0.078 0.088 0.085 0.084 0.079 0.083
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Table A.2 (Continued) 

Test
Data
Repetition 1 2 3 4 5 Average 1 2 3 4 5 Average 1 2 4 5 Average
T_NW -194 -185 -200 -203 -201 -197 -203 -187 -220 -224 -213 -210 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_NW 253 240 264 264 258 256 220 210 241 246 241 231 156 225 221 235 210
F_NW_L  270 264 279 292 280 277 248 232 273 279 267 260 145 214 208 225 198
T_W -87 -81 -87 -91 -93 -88 -94 -95 -105 -104 -107 -101 -68 -101 -95 -100 -91
B_W    133 129 136 139 137 135 120 121 132 131 131 127 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_W_L 141 127 141 150 156 143 125 128 145 148 146 138 91 137 127 136 123
T_SW  -160 -166 -175 -186 -198 -177 -173 -181 -200 -201 -198 -191 -147 -207 -194 -200 -187
B_SW    214 218 227 241 260 232 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_SW_L   265 262 277 294 314 282 240 248 273 281 270 262 177 263 250 255 236
T_NE   -131 -120 -131 -132 -128 -129 -123 -117 -136 -134 -132 -128 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_NE  210 198 211 213 209 208 185 174 201 199 197 191 134 188 182 195 175
F_NE_L  194 181 193 197 194 192 175 162 194 190 188 182 329 488 463 505 446
T_E    -66 -60 -66 -73 -73 -68 -75 -81 -85 -89 -92 -85 -46 -77 -72 -76 -68
B_E    93 90 96 105 102 97 87 84 102 99 96 94 51 84 78 86 75
F_E_L 96 86 100 106 109 99 85 88 102 104 102 96 51 89 84 90 79
T_SE   -136 -135 -142 -151 -157 -144 -152 -157 -174 -175 -169 -165 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_SE   170 174 183 197 209 187 169 165 190 187 183 179 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_SE_L N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_NW_T  205 205 220 222 218 214 191 171 206 208 202 196 136 187 187 198 177

-328 -310 -321 -334 -312 -321 -276 -282 -299 -293 -294 -289 -188 -246 -241 -251 -231
F_W_T  272 266 272 277 281 274 260 265 277 276 271 270 195 240 234 239 227

-128 -119 -130 -137 -142 -131 -115 -119 -133 -130 -130 -125 -108 -141 -135 -141 -131
F_SW_T 51 48 45 50 51 49 44 43 49 48 50 47 2 2 3 4 3

-305 -309 -317 -324 -340 -319 -301 -304 -316 -317 -312 -310 -10 -10 -8 -8 -9
F_NE_T   143 137 147 149 147 144 124 117 138 138 136 131 202 312 314 334 291

-214 -202 -215 -220 -209 -212 -183 -188 -201 -198 -200 -194 -320 -425 -405 -432 -396
F_E_T  N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 197 245 239 245 232

N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. -73 -112 -108 -113 -102
F_SE_T   40 38 39 40 43 40 30 29 31 31 31 30 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

-267 -264 -275 -287 -300 -279 -249 -248 -265 -266 -263 -258 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
NW 0.091 0.095 0.094 0.087 0.101 0.094
W 0.084 0.084 0.084 0.080 0.088 0.084 0.050 0.060 0.059 0.060 0.057
SW 0.101 0.106 0.097 0.092 0.098 0.099 0.081 0.093 0.092 0.093 0.090
NE 0.093 0.099 0.095 0.087 0.090 0.093 0.055 0.066 0.066 0.068 0.064
E 0.078 0.080 0.081 0.080 0.084 0.081 0.037 0.045 0.044 0.045 0.043
SE 0.078 0.088 0.085 0.084 0.079 0.083
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Table A.2 (continued) 

Test
Data
Repetition 1 2 3 4 5 Average 1 2 3 4 5 Average 1 2 3 4 5 Average
T_NW -162 -171 -175 -164 -193 -173 -224 -154 -156 -157 -173 -173 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_NW 228 239 250 235 278 246 282 200 203 203 227 223 244 211 210 221 219 221
F_NW_L  189 209 206 215 253 214 244 177 179 194 203 199 177 150 153 163 169 162
T_W -88 -94 -96 -99 -126 -100 -130 -91 -92 -92 -106 -102 -113 -91 -90 -97 -94 -97
B_W    120 125 130 124 154 131 155 110 111 107 127 122 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_W_L 116 130 126 141 172 137 158 117 111 114 132 126 139 111 113 120 120 121
T_SW  -161 -164 -169 -176 -206 -175 -236 -184 -179 -173 -203 -195 -239 -203 -195 -204 -202 -208
B_SW    212 218 223 234 276 233 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_SW_L   233 249 250 263 316 262 294 225 216 208 251 239 264 217 210 221 215 225
T_NE   -177 -187 -197 -183 -211 -191 -236 -172 -173 -176 -193 -190 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_NE  256 267 278 255 296 271 317 230 235 228 260 254 265 240 241 257 255 252
F_NE_L  250 262 274 256 309 270 334 234 236 231 263 260 696 615 626 667 666 654
T_E    -88 -98 -95 -110 -136 -105 -136 -100 -93 -100 -115 -109 -125 -94 -94 -103 -99 -103
B_E    114 121 124 124 159 129 158 108 111 109 127 123 133 101 100 107 108 110
F_E_L 124 137 130 152 193 147 183 128 123 126 147 142 159 119 117 128 125 130
T_SE   -191 -196 -202 -214 -242 -209 -270 -233 -225 -213 -250 -238 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_SE   241 243 252 267 314 263 298 239 228 222 265 251 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_SE_L N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_NW_T  150 158 166 162 192 166 185 133 132 141 152 149 154 130 133 141 145 141

-270 -285 -283 -284 -303 -285 -277 -231 -234 -234 -257 -247 -232 -212 -209 -216 -218 -217
F_W_T  233 247 244 249 268 248 272 234 235 243 252 247 232 210 212 221 221 219

-105 -115 -113 -116 -131 -116 -135 -101 -97 -94 -111 -108 -134 -114 -115 -118 -118 -120
F_SW_T 44 44 49 49 52 48 53 39 40 36 45 43 3 4 4 4 5 4

-304 -315 -321 -327 -359 -325 -352 -309 -305 -303 -323 -318 -8 -8 -11 -7 -7 -8
F_NE_T   166 172 178 172 195 177 204 151 149 157 167 166 433 386 393 410 409 406

-236 -249 -248 -250 -269 -250 -248 -213 -214 -215 -237 -225 -533 -479 -487 -508 -510 -503
F_E_T  N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 311 282 283 292 288 291

N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. -168 -145 -141 -148 -144 -149
F_SE_T   42 43 44 45 50 45 39 35 36 34 38 36 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

-316 -328 -331 -339 -360 -335 -335 -299 -290 -287 -314 -305 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
NW 0.091 0.095 0.094 0.087 0.101 0.094
W 0.084 0.084 0.084 0.080 0.088 0.084 0.065 0.060 0.061 0.063 0.062 0.062
SW 0.101 0.106 0.097 0.092 0.098 0.099 0.099 0.095 0.095 0.097 0.096 0.096
NE 0.093 0.099 0.095 0.087 0.090 0.093 0.084 0.080 0.082 0.083 0.082 0.082
E 0.078 0.080 0.081 0.080 0.084 0.081 0.056 0.052 0.053 0.054 0.053 0.054
SE 0.078 0.088 0.085 0.084 0.079 0.083
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Table A.2 (continued) 

Test
Data
Repetition 1 2 3 4 5 Average 1 2 3 4 5 Average 1 2 3 4 5 Average
T_NW -43 -50 -56 -58 -47 -51 -54 -55 -58 -66 -56 -58 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_NW 61 73 82 95 71 76 73 71 78 88 72 76 119 84 100 76 105 97
F_NW_L  85 94 100 109 92 96 93 87 93 99 90 92 92 58 74 52 70 69
T_W -27 -29 -31 -34 -26 -29 3 3 4 3 3 3 -51 -32 -48 -27 -40 -40
B_W    40 45 48 53 43 46 47 43 47 50 44 46 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_W_L 35 37 41 43 32 38 40 35 38 41 36 38 66 36 44 35 44 45
T_SW  -48 -54 -57 -60 -52 -54 5 5 6 4 4 5 -132 -87 -97 -79 -97 -98
B_SW    61 72 77 79 68 72 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_SW_L   69 79 82 89 75 79 74 66 73 84 64 72 124 73 85 65 91 88
T_NE   -66 -72 -83 -86 -71 -75 -81 -87 -85 -93 -86 -86 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_NE  95 103 116 120 102 107 104 110 112 120 111 111 153 111 124 104 128 124
F_NE_L  102 108 114 117 107 110 110 110 114 119 111 113 387 271 312 257 319 309
T_E    -36 -38 -41 -45 -38 -40 4 4 4 3 3 3 -59 -38 -43 -35 -44 -44
B_E    51 54 57 61 53 55 55 56 59 60 54 57 66 43 52 40 48 50
F_E_L 44 49 54 55 47 50 51 51 51 56 49 52 70 46 51 42 52 52
T_SE   -79 -85 -87 -87 -78 -83 -105 -100 -101 -109 -95 -102 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_SE   87 97 97 103 89 95 94 89 91 100 86 92 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_SE_L N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_NW_T  34 38 44 52 43 42 42 39 43 45 41 42 69 32 44 29 44 43

-152 -161 -168 -180 -159 -164 -140 -140 -139 -146 -138 -140 -151 -116 -126 -111 -128 -126
F_W_T  160 164 162 168 158 162 161 170 172 175 172 170 170 140 143 137 151 148

-34 -42 -47 -52 -39 -43 -35 -35 -36 -47 -38 -38 -70 -45 -56 -44 -57 -54
F_SW_T 15 15 13 12 16 14 20 14 16 17 17 17 9 3 3 6 4 5

-136 -153 -161 -165 -146 -152 -174 -166 -175 -186 -169 -174 -8 -9 -12 -9 -8 -9
F_NE_T   57 64 68 72 61 64 64 68 70 76 68 69 265 188 212 179 220 213

-138 -145 -151 -157 -143 -147 -135 -131 -133 -141 -130 -134 -362 -272 -296 -264 -300 -299
F_E_T  N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 225 181 194 174 197 194

N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. -101 -74 -80 -67 -82 -81
F_SE_T   15 16 17 17 16 16 17 15 15 19 15 16 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

-148 -159 -162 -168 -154 -158 -175 -169 -174 -185 -168 -174 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
NW 0.091 0.095 0.094 0.087 0.101 0.094
W 0.084 0.084 0.084 0.080 0.088 0.084 0.049 0.040 0.043 0.038 0.044 0.043
SW 0.101 0.106 0.097 0.092 0.098 0.099 0.079 0.064 0.067 0.060 0.068 0.068
NE 0.093 0.099 0.095 0.087 0.090 0.093 0.066 0.053 0.058 0.050 0.057 0.057
E 0.078 0.080 0.081 0.080 0.084 0.081 0.045 0.037 0.039 0.036 0.040 0.039
SE 0.078 0.088 0.085 0.084 0.079 0.083
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Table A.2 (continued) 

Test
Data
Repetition 1 2 3 4 5 Average 1 2 3 4 5 Average 1 2 3 4 5 Average
T_NW 34 37 35 39 38 37 27 27 28 28 29 28 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_NW -45 -47 -45 -50 -47 -47 -42 -40 -40 -41 -41 -41 -43 -44 -46 -47 -47 -45
F_NW_L  -47 -45 -47 -50 -50 -48 -37 -37 -39 -44 -39 -39 -54 -56 -51 -54 -54 -54
T_W 28 28 30 30 29 29 23 24 23 24 24 24 27 29 27 30 29 29
B_W    -36 -36 -38 -37 -38 -37 -33 -33 -34 -33 -34 -33 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_W_L -47 -49 -49 -49 -48 -48 -43 -46 -42 -44 -41 -43 -45 -48 -47 -47 -49 -47
T_SW  34 34 34 34 36 35 33 35 32 33 34 34 32 35 33 33 35 34
B_SW    -48 -45 -47 -47 -51 -48 0 0 0 0 0 0 -125 -55 -49 -45 -43 -63
F_SW_L   -60 -57 -66 -59 -62 -61 -59 -55 -58 -56 -55 -57 -57 -56 -62 -62 -57 -59
T_NE   -413 -418 -403 -435 -384 -411 -418 -412 -431 -417 -422 -420 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_NE  546 555 535 583 500 544 553 550 568 556 560 557 506 501 528 543 523 520
F_NE_L  591 604 584 630 537 589 595 595 615 600 605 602 1363 1344 1431 1467 1410 1403
T_E    -259 -258 -259 -264 -234 -255 -239 -245 -239 -237 -248 -242 -230 -228 -235 -241 -234 -234
B_E    405 401 403 408 344 392 378 373 375 361 380 373 329 345 359 367 350 350
F_E_L 477 474 476 478 406 462 445 441 445 425 448 441 391 407 429 441 418 417
T_SE   -420 -406 -422 -409 -394 -410 -392 -401 -398 -393 -397 -396 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
B_SE   589 573 597 582 540 576 537 542 545 536 547 541 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_SE_L N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
F_NW_T  26 23 23 26 25 25 24 26 22 24 21 23 27 26 25 25 25 26

-46 -46 -46 -49 -47 -47 -39 -38 -41 -39 -40 -39 -38 -40 -37 -43 -38 -39
F_W_T  73 69 71 72 75 72 69 69 66 71 68 69 47 53 51 50 48 50

-11 -12 -10 -9 -9 -10 -6 -9 -6 -9 -13 -9 -13 -18 -17 -15 -20 -17
F_SW_T 12 13 13 13 12 13 10 10 10 11 8 10 3 3 3 3 3 3

-11 -13 -13 -13 -11 -12 -16 -19 -19 -18 -15 -17 -9 -9 -8 -9 -9 -9
F_NE_T   309 315 305 324 289 308 297 299 306 300 304 301 680 662 699 709 680 686

-334 -330 -333 -322 -317 -327 -310 -309 -312 -312 -314 -312 -717 -719 -721 -729 -716 -720
F_E_T  N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 349 368 362 368 371 364

N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. -271 -272 -276 -279 -279 -275
F_SE_T   52 50 50 50 47 50 35 36 35 34 34 35 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

-441 -432 -444 -433 -422 -434 -377 -376 -378 -373 -377 -376 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
NW 0.091 0.095 0.094 0.087 0.101 0.094
W 0.084 0.084 0.084 0.080 0.088 0.084 -0.005 -0.005 -0.005 -0.005 -0.005 -0.005
SW 0.101 0.106 0.097 0.092 0.098 0.099 -0.007 -0.007 -0.007 -0.007 -0.007 -0.007
NE 0.093 0.099 0.095 0.087 0.090 0.093 0.111 0.114 0.112 0.115 0.115 0.113
E 0.078 0.080 0.081 0.080 0.084 0.081 0.069 0.073 0.070 0.072 0.074 0.072
SE 0.078 0.088 0.085 0.084 0.079 0.083
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Table A.3 - Peak deflections and strains recorded during Phase IV deck stiffness tests 

Test
Active 
Tire 
Patch(es)
Repetition 
Number 1 2 3 Average 1 2 3 Average
Load Cell 26.0 25.9 26.1 26.0 26.1 26.3 26.5 26.3
WP1 (in) -0.075 -0.073 -0.074 -0.074 -0.031 -0.028 -0.029 -0.029
WP2 -0.081 -0.079 -0.080 -0.080 -0.058 -0.057 -0.056 -0.057
WP3 -0.077 -0.078 -0.075 -0.077 -0.032 -0.038 -0.039 -0.036
WP4 0.307 0.296 0.308 0.304 0.094 0.095 0.097 0.095
WP5 0.135 0.131 0.139 0.135 0.208 0.219 0.209 0.212
WP6 0.347 0.329 0.340 0.339 0.080 0.081 0.077 0.079
T_NW (me 125 148 137 137 71 74 77 74
B_NW -183 -185 -182 -183 -82 -88 -82 -84
F_NW_L -222 -205 -212 -213 -100 -100 -96 -99
T_W 118 109 114 114 86 77 83 82
B_W -118 -112 -108 -113 -86 -86 -80 -84
F_W_L -148 -147 -137 -144 -109 -106 -104 -106
T_SW 173 169 162 168 76 82 81 80
B_SW -199 -205 -190 -198 -88 -92 -89 -90
F_SW_L -215 -216 -208 -213 -97 -100 -98 -99
T_NE -1212 -1217 -1202 -1210 -188 -191 -191 -190
B_NE 1338 1321 1326 1328 212 218 215 215
F_NE_L 1539 1536 1533 1536 222 231 245 233
T_E -381 -379 -369 -376 -722 -717 -735 -724
B_E 390 410 400 400 930 933 939 934
F_E_L 446 439 454 446 1072 1075 1093 1080
T_SE -1320 -1295 -1297 -1304 -198 -190 -198 -196
B_SE 1545 1516 1535 1532 207 213 217 212
F_SE_L 1797 1781 1790 1789 205 196 218 206
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Table A.3 (continued) 

Test
Active 
Tire 
Patch(es)
Repetition 
Number 1 2 3 Average 5 6 7 Average
Load Cell 26.3 26.1 26.0 26.1 26.0 26.1 26.0 26.0
WP1 (in) 0.056 0.053 0.053 0.054 0.322 0.326 0.324 0.324
WP2 0.183 0.178 0.174 0.178 0.109 0.108 0.110 0.109
WP3 0.058 0.048 0.043 0.050 0.301 0.300 0.299 0.300
WP4 -0.053 -0.034 -0.034 -0.040 -0.130 -0.139 -0.135 -0.135
WP5 -0.079 -0.044 -0.040 -0.054 -0.122 -0.137 -0.127 -0.129
WP6 -0.039 -0.035 -0.034 -0.036 -0.132 -0.142 -0.141 -0.138
T_NW (me -212 -220 -200 -211 -1202 -1220 -1191 -1204
B_NW 208 208 203 206 1458 1481 1455 1465
F_NW_L 227 217 224 223 1738 1759 1737 1745
T_W -739 -717 -717 -724 -404 -406 -416 -409
B_W 848 837 833 839 389 395 390 391
F_W_L 1048 1027 996 1024 483 485 493 487
T_SW -211 -195 -190 -199 -1278 -1301 -1298 -1292
B_SW 228 217 213 219 1623 1628 1649 1633
F_SW_L 216 216 212 215 1654 1665 1668 1663
T_NE 72 79 81 77 115 103 104 107
B_NE -84 -95 -82 -87 -126 -120 -128 -125
F_NE_L -85 -98 -97 -93 -160 -158 -140 -153
T_E 82 84 92 86 82 86 90 8
B_E -87 -104 -99 -97 -86 -88 -76 -83
F_E_L -97 -104 -112 -104 -85 -82 -75 -81
T_SE 80 83 72 78 119 107 104 110
B_SE -84 -87 -86 -86 -146 -144 -126 -139
F_SE_L -88 -96 -94 -93 -152 -152 -150 -151
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Table A.3 (continued) 

Test
Active 
Tire 
Patch(es)
Repetition 
Number 4 5 6 Average 1 2 3 Average
Load Cell 26.1 26.0 26.1 26.1 26.0 26.0 26.0 26.0
WP1 (in) -0.096 -0.090 -0.091 -0.092 0.036 0.038 0.036 0.037
WP2 -0.005 -0.004 0.004 -0.002 0.149 0.148 0.146 0.148
WP3 0.277 0.267 0.270 0.271 0.039 0.035 0.037 0.037
WP4 -0.124 -0.115 -0.103 -0.114 0.057 0.058 0.057 0.058
WP5 0.039 0.034 0.030 0.034 0.181 0.177 0.177 0.179
WP6 0.316 0.311 0.307 0.311 0.060 0.056 0.059 0.058
T_NW (me 60 58 70 63 -123 -119 -117 -119
B_NW -98 -106 -108 -104 102 100 100 101
F_NW_L -108 -108 -106 -107 107 103 105 105
T_W -95 -104 -106 -102 -712 -717 -719 -716
B_W 81 78 69 76 858 847 848 851
F_W_L 92 83 85 87 1000 990 985 992
T_SW -1082 -1080 -1083 -1082 -89 -94 -97 -94
B_SW 1436 1422 1415 1424 96 105 102 101
F_SW_L 1416 1403 1400 1407 98 86 94 92
T_NE 86 74 79 80 -104 -101 -111 -105
B_NE -100 -103 -109 -104 123 113 117 118
F_NE_L -116 -119 -110 -115 120 119 121 120
T_E -83 -88 -90 -87 -635 -636 -635 -635
B_E 90 100 102 97 823 829 815 823
F_E_L 85 83 86 85 954 949 944 949
T_SE -1023 -1022 -1009 -1018 -95 -96 -99 -96
B_SE 1228 1216 1227 1224 114 124 115 118
F_SE_L 1411 1398 1398 1402 96 100 104 100
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Table A.3 (continued) 

Test
Active 
Tire 
Patch(es)
Repetition 
Number 1 2 3 Average
Load Cell 25.9 26.3 26.3 26.2
WP1 (in) 0.268 0.267 0.266 0.267
WP2 0.020 0.021 0.021 0.021
WP3 -0.049 -0.048 -0.050 -0.049
WP4 0.296 0.284 0.292 0.291
WP5 0.051 0.058 0.048 0.052
WP6 -0.047 -0.045 -0.044 -0.046
T_NW (me -1164 -1185 -1181 -1177
B_NW 1269 1276 1281 1275
F_NW_L 1511 1515 1507 1511
T_W -97 -98 -97 -97
B_W 105 112 95 104
F_W_L 104 108 113 108
T_SW 80 72 63 72
B_SW -81 -69 -59 -70
F_SW_L -77 -73 -79 -76
T_NE -1066 -1061 -1041 -1056
B_NE 1172 1167 1157 1166
F_NE_L 1354 1339 1339 1344
T_E -104 -106 -107 -106
B_E 108 116 113 112
F_E_L 115 117 127 120
T_SE 74 66 69 70
B_SE -73 -64 -66 -68
F_SE_L -68 -67 -64 -66
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Figures A.1 and A.2 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 1 of Phase III deck 
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Figures A.3 and A.4 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 2 of Phase III deck 
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Figures A.5 and A.6 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 3 of Phase III deck 
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Figures A.7 and A.8 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 4 of Phase III deck 
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Figures A.9 and A.10 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 5 of Phase III deck 
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Figures A.11 and A.12 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 6 of Phase III deck 
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Figures A.13 and A.14 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 7 of Phase III deck 
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Figures A.15 and A.16 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 1 of Phase IV deck 
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Figures A.17 and A.18 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 2 of Phase IV deck 
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Figures A.19 and A.20 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 3 of Phase IV deck 
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Figures A.21 and A.22 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 4 of Phase IV deck 
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Figures A.23 and A.24 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 5 of Phase IV deck 
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Figures A.25 and A.26 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 6 of Phase IV deck 
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Figures A.27 and A.28 - Load versus deflection and strain distribution for typical Test 7 of Phase IV deck 
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